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LOCAL ITEMS.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Terms

MICH.,

The Michigan Hedge Co.’s agent, Mr. on the Grand Haven grounds,but it was
C. W. Bennett,left for Benton Harbor not thought, by the tiraud Haven man\%s\iv De Hollander com- on Thursday evening last with a comager, that enough interest would be mani-

Witee the last
menced Volume XXXVII.

mittee of farmers,for the purpose of fested

in a

game

Friday will be a big day here. The
picnics of the Masons of Holland, and of
Doric Lodge of Grand Rapids, and that of

there, to defray the ex-

and busi- penses of the College nine, and at his Hope Church Sunday School, will be held
here on Friday. There is room for everyness foundation of the company, whose solicitationthe game was played in Hoiuy ear- 1)00^' of Albion College.
body here.
Yesrt j°a d vertf* D V*1 Rdet£nown 0,1 •PPNcstlon.
headquarters are at Kalamazoo, Mich. land. Below we give a complete score of
changee. 8er*
t*iree
Found:— A boy’s coat. The owner can
The Macatawa Park Associationhave
*

Ines*

*

*

We

Te

M*1* C&rd* ,D ^,tT I,,^eCt0,T•

flot over

three

acknowledge the

receipt of the

investigatingthe plans, hedges,

The

have the same by calling at this office.

MSlce,!.of^lrlh,’M;rrla*M- and 1)eftlhB Pab*
llBhed wlthoat charge forsnbacrlbers.
All advertlalDS'bills collectableQuarterly.

Mr. J. Fixtsk, of Milwaukee,was
here this week looking after bis

committee on its return will report the game, by innings:

through the columns of this and other

numerous

Haven,

papers, as to the reliabilityand practica- Grand
Hope College,
bility of the business.

built nearly a mile of

129456789
4 1 4 5 0 0 2 4

30204004

new

walks •this

*--20 season, leading from the Golden Gate to
5-18 Irlswold's, and from there through the

To the credit of the visitors it can be beautiful valley to the lake, Visitors at
interests.
The students of Hope College presenten said that, during the progress of the game Macatawa are delighted with this im-.
In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.
Van Scdelven, editor of De Hope, for public inspection the initiatory number they acted as gentlemen,which was more provemeut.
L. S. PROVIN,
has been appointed Secretary of the Boar
of a college journal known as lhe Anchor, ithan we could say of them when here the
Mr. C. A. Dutton, superintendent at the
Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent
on last Thursday afternoon.The paper is last time. The umpire was allowed to
Office ^vfltt’aioct*ipp78wMt^H^‘hof Educatton.
_
Park, received a letter from Mr. J. p.
DS,M1C>1'
j Samuel Smith has our thanks for the a two column twelve page sheet, and It make,* few decisions without interrup- Niles, .of South Bend, Ind., this week;
is well filled with spicy editorialand local tion, and evidently the advice given them
first box of “black caps” brought to th<
stating that his party would teach Maca-'
matter, as well as articles of a literary »y the News after the first game proved
city this seasoo.
tawa Park next week, and requesting Mr.’
nature by students and professors.The
eneficial. It has not been decided as yet
Dutton to purchase the materials for the
The Suuday School of the Third
editorialstaff consists of John Van Weshether a third game will be played
Try our New Jeweler, C. A. Steven,
erection of two fine cottages for them.
son, next door to the News office. 12-tf formed Church will picnic at the resort
r not.
tenburg, H. G. Keppel, H. Kremcrs, G.
This South Bend party includes several
next Wednesday.
H. Albers, and John Van der Meulen. A.
manufacturersof that city. They have
If
Pieters,is the business manager.
Fourth of July at Holland City.
Chas.
Steffens,
of
Chicago,
is
home
leased
five cottage lots at the old Griswold
Twelve elegantly finished Cabinet Photos
or a good tintype, go to Keller’s Studio visiting his parents, Rev. Steffens and
camp
at
Macatawa Park.
Tub Michigan Hedge Company, whose
There is no longer any doubt about
opposite the News office. Cabinets *2 wife, of this city.
headquarters are at Kalamazoo, Michigan,
per
20-2t.
there being a rousing celebration in Hoi-

MONEY

TO LOAN.

.

.

_

_

_

$usinw.$ focaK

^

You

^

Want

dozen.

Rev. E. C. Oggkl, of Honolulu, is

at

Wool! Wool!

„

present at San Francisco,Cal. He will
The highest market price will be paid start for the East July 5.
for wool at ray store, on Eighth street.
The steamer Mocalawa Is being fitted
H. Van der Haau.,
Holland, Mich., June 13, 1837. 20-tf out and will be running next week under

have established an agency in Ottawa land City on the Fourth of July. The
County, with headquartersin Holland. committee of arrangements,appointed by
Mr. C. W. Bennett is the agent. Their
the Business Men’s Association,report
plans and methods of doing business will
that they are meeting with sufficientsucbe more fully noticed hereafter.They cess with collecting finances, to warrant
are highly spoken of by press and farming

the charge of Capt. P. De Feyter.

community of this state and they have
To-Rent.
Mu. A. Breyman, wife and oldest son, been doing business over twenty-five
The premises known as the Germania
House are for rent immediately. Apply of Portland, Oregon, were in this city this years and are working in sixteen states
H. Kceniobbero. 11-tf week visiting Mr. 0. Breyman and family. and have hundreds of miles of hedge in
Michigan.
Try our Hew Jeweler, u A. StevenSunday, June 25, the Chicago and
-^ ^ -sou.next.door to the News office. 12-tf.
West Mich. R’y will run an excursion to
Last Monday Mr. R. E. Workman purSt. Joseph for $1.00 the round trip. The chased of Russel & Co., of Massilon,
Our motto Is: "C^uick sales and. small
train will leave Holland at 10:05 a. m. and Ohio, a one hundred and ten horse-power
profits” at the Chicago Branch Clothing
on returning will arrive here at about engine and two steel boilers which are exHouse, R:ver street. L. Henderson.
9 p. m.
pected here next week and will then be

10

Remember the Chicago Branch ClothHouse. It will result to your profit

ing

on buying

there.

19_

placed in position in the

M. T. Ryan, editor of
ocrat,

and wife, were

in

the

Allegan Dem-

Holland on Mon-

cultural Works.

We

Workman

Agri-

are pleased to state,

them in making preparationsfor a
bration that will surpass

by

Wed

Conenceient

Closing Exercises of

Hope

College and the Public

cele-

Schoolsof Holland.

far anything

that Holland has had for years. Tne
order of the day will be, frem the present,
outlook, a trade’s and mechanic'sproces-

sion in which the several business houses

If orders

spicious week for the

commeucementex'Hope College and thp High
School, The weather was cool and dear
and those who attended the var lout exer-

ercises

and manufacturinginstitutionsof the city
will be represented.The procession will

march

to

some suitable place where exer-

cises
cises, consisting of an oration by the

Hon.

had been sent In in advance

Holland could not have had a more au-

of

were free from the oppressiveheat

that had beeu experienced on the

week
G. J. Diekema, reading of the Declaraprevious. The city was thronged with
tion of Independence,and suitable devostrangers, friends of the graduates, memtional exercises,will be held. In the
bers of the alumni, and many others, who

In connectionwith this, that con afternoon horse races, foot races, yacht were either directly Interested or came
day night. Mr. and Mrs. Ryan were on
races, rowing matches and the parade of
tracts lor six hundred cultivator, and
Public Letting.
out of the pride they manifest in our
their way to attend the meeting of the
the cannibals from the notorious Islands,
The Board of Education, of the City of Rolland.
shovel plows have been taken by Mr. W.,
home institutionsof learning. In many
will receive sealed proposals for the building of a
West Mich. Press Association at Manistee
and that the retail trade alone on the Vin- will amuse the Ipr^e crowds which are respects it wag the most thoroughlyinter^•‘po'-bouBC. of brick, 48x58, two storlea
which was held this week.
anticipated will be in attendance. The
high with basement.
dicator Fanning Mills has amounted to
esting commencement week that Holland
All propOBals must be delivered with either of
horse trottingpromisesto he a most inter/ Prof. J. B. Nykerk, tutor in Hope Col^ one hundred sales during the past two
has known. The young ladles, as well as
6 p ,j^der> by *be Hth day of July next,,at
esting and entertainingfeature of the
iwccks.
*
liege,
has
been
offered
a
position
as
lostructhe young men, seemed to vie with each
The successfulbidder will be required to give a
afternoon, when purses aggregating nearly
bond with two suretiee.each in the sum of 13,000 tor In mathematicsand music at the
other in bringing forth these results.
I Last Saturdaymorning a thick fog pre- $400 will bo distributed to the successful
posed^ureties08^
mU8t 8,at° the Danie8 °* th° pr°* Northwestern Classical Academy at^
More airy white frocks, and conventional
vailed on Lake Michigan and at about horees. As the owners of several very
and specifications
can be seen at the office
grange City, Iowa. Prof. Nykerk wifi
black suits, were to bo seen than the eye
Of H. Te Roller. Holland, Mich.
bide ^ merves lhe ril»,Qtt0 "J*51 *“7
By order of Board of Education.

all

n

.

Hollar

o,

.

>

Mich., June

23,

411(1

H. Kbkme&s,
T. KePPEL.
1887. Committee.

Special Assessors’ Notice.

.

—

Crew

.

Common

-

i

and

Connell.

m

Geo. H. Strp, City Clerk.

—
Try our Hew Jeweler, C. A. Stevenson, next door to the News office. 13-tf.

for

The Largest and Latest.
Miss Van den Berge has just returned
from Chicago where she purchased the
largest and best stock of Hats, Bonnets,
Feathers, Pon Pons, Ribbons, and everything pertaining to a first-class stock of
Millinery, which is now arrivingand is
open for the inspection of the ladies of
the city. • We should like to have all customers see the laten styles in Millinery
and Fancy Goods. Call early.
16-tf L. & 8. Van den Berge & Co,

The Captain seems

to be

Among
ance at

who have been in attendthe commencement exercises,dur-

Hew Jeweler

C. A. Steventhe News office. 12-tf.

worth

to

them.

ified at the out-look, and the anniversary

It appears to

us that our

Public Schools are being used to a large
degree, for framing young maidens
to teach the

“how

young ideas to shoot,” instead

of American Independence will be observed in Holland in a

ing the past week, were Rev. A. P. Peeke,
wife, and son ot Centreville,Mich., Mies

Miss Cora Bradt, of Saratoga,

manner

that will

out-do anything ever before hold in

The

prevailing verdict of all fi&m

this

2-15: “Study to show thyself approved of
unto God, a

workman

that needeth not to

truth.” These words of Paul

to

Timothy,'

he said, referred to the spiritualworld in

of performing the actual service. If our

School Board was not quite so conser-

Hesort Notes

ance to the school, and less literalin mutters of ^decorating school buildings they

would eerve the public

better.

Excursions and picnics ere of dally

New York.
,

'\:2

there was ever pressing and import*#

M

work and

men

occurrence.

Mr. H. j.

the church of Jesus Christ, showing that
.

vative in matters that are of vital import-

JuDorno from the number of copies we
They were the guests of Dr. Charles Scott. have received of the Grand Haven Even-

Fisher, of Hamilton, Is

that

work was calling for

that the will of

God In

wor&

its highest

sense might be accomplished.It was
proper to apply these words also to the

putting upji neat cottage at Bay View.

earth

Mr. L. Coveil, a prominent citizen of

and to the workmen thereof,

instance to lhe domain

of

for

literature,

Grand Rapids, is building a cottage at
science, and scholarship. Here was a
Ottawa
Beach.
that city are anxious that we should see
work grand In nature, wide In reach,
ings of the Legislature that Representative
the terrible imprecation it contained on
The familiar and welcome whistle of noble in resuits, and many there were
Diekema Is such a staunch friend at the
the citizensof this place, and especially the steamer Macatawa will next week be
strivingto enter it. Thousands there were
University AppropriationBill, even if it
on PostmasterVan Patten. It is strange heard at all the resorts.
who every year asked that a benediction
was not passed over the veto of Gov.
that auch feelings should exist between
Mr.
0.
L.
Jordan,
of
Kalamazoo,
leased
be
pronouncedon their scholastic enLuce. The Governor has made some very
two cities of one county. Holland cer- a lot at Macatawa thii week, and will deavors. Among them were the young
bid and inconsistent vetoes during the
tainly does not envy Grand Haven her
graduates of Hope College, workmen
build a cottage on it at once.

We

are glad to .notice in the proceed-

ing Tribune of last Tuesday the people of

-

sand

hills, and is

most assuredly not

jeal-

F. L. Johnson, superiutendentof the ous of the business enterprise,the growth
Waverly Stone Co., returned this week and material progress of the county seat,

The cottages at Macatawa Grove, built with a mission In the world as distinct, as
for Messrs. Bradshaw and Gettleaon, of had those who soaghl the gospel ministry.-

Chicago, are nearly completed.They are The doctor said that he had the same exa trip to Chicago and Milwaukee, or of the number of soldiers encamped “beauties.”
ortations to impress upon them as ^ad
where he purchased a quantity of machin- there this week, nor of her summer rePaul to Timothy and urged the imporMr. and Mrs; Stafford, late of Grand
ery for the quarry, cousisling of a new sort. It must be that nothing could call
tance of ftudying to show themselves
Rapids, are at “The Ottawa.” Mr. Stafengine and boiler, a steam derrick, etc. forth such sentimentson the part of our
workmen that need not be ashamed.
ford will act in the capacity of head-waiter
This machinery will greatly increase the neighbor of Grand Haven but a game of
good elementary foundation had been
at this hotel.
facilities for quarrying stone, and help base hall.
laid and now camo the higher applicaThe crew of the Life Saving Station
th$ company fill their numerous ord'
tion on which depended future success
Base Ball.
entertained about a thousand people here
in life. Ho admonished them to be faithMr. Daniel Beiitsch last Monday
The second game this season between on Tuesday, with ao interesting and en- ful and earnest In all undertakingsand in
ceiyed a dispatch from West Point statin
the High School boys of Grand Haven tertainingdrill.
selecting a calling say that of law, go at it
that his son Willie was fortunate enough
and the Hope College Line was played at
Messrs. George Eastman, L. S. Provin, with the spirit that Webster manifested,
to pass his examination and will now be
te Fair Grounds, on Saturday afternoon, George Eastman, Jr., and George Roberts,
determinedto acquire the principles of the
admitted as a Cadet in the U. a Military
s the score will show the game was of Sheldon street, Grand Rapids, are each profession and press on as If digging for
Academy at that place. William was one ibont as closely contested as was the game building a cottage at Macatawa Park.
treasure.Nor Is this all, be faithful to the
of the one hundred of the one hundred
llayed some weeks ago. There waa, bowMr. George Long, of Grand Rapids, - truth, to your duty, to your charACter,afld
and eighty examined who passed, and we
er, a good deal of very loose playing on building a cottage at Ottawa Beach. We if you would not be ashamed you ihust
are glad to state that he went through with
lhe part of both nines, and more partic- are informed that It will cost $8,000 and work In the sight of God and expect his
flying colors, being perfect in many of tb
ularly by the home boys. Rightly this, will be the most beantifnl summer home approval. In conclusion Dr. Scott dlstudies.
the second game, should have been played at the Parks.
* * {Continuedon fourth pays.)

Call at the Chicago Branch Clothing from

1&?

House and you will find a full line of all
kinds of goods.
19Try onr Hew Jeweler C. A. Stevenson, next door to the News office. 12-tf,
Bucklen’i Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
' Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland,and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

Thla never fails. Sold by Kromera &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6*6mos

J

be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of

vicinity.

those

present session of the Legislature.

son, next door to

more cut flowers than they could sup-

home, as well as abroad, was

Ella Peeke, of LeRoy, New York, and

Try our

could follow, while thn flower gardens of

being present, the best

rear of Walsh’s Drug Store and will short- soon as the patrol could reach the station, works will be purchased, and discharged
ly erect two tenement houses thereon. and the crew pulled for the vessel with during the evening of the Fourth. The ply.

wo

the

their intention of

Capt. E. J. Harrington, Jr., has the beach about two miles south of this speed trials eytr held here may be ex- the city were made desolate and the
bought the lot on Seventh street in the harbor. The surf boat was launched, as pected. A beautiful and costly lot of fire- florists of our neighboringcities called on

You and each of yon are hereby notified:
special assessmentroll for the Improving, grading and grayellng or Market street special street of the Life Saving Crew last Tuesday.
assessmentdistrict, of the City of Holland, Michigan, has beeu reported by the Board of Assessors Lack of space forbids our giving details
to the Common Connell of said city, and filed in
of the drill in this issue but
will prethis office, and that the Common Council has fixed
open Tuesday, the 5th day of July, A. D. 1887. at sent a description of boats, also drill, in a
7:80 p: m., as the time and place, when and where
they will meet with the Board of Assessors to re- future number.
view said assessment.
of

on

_

i

a

By order

at this Station discovered a vessel

that In point
running his craft the intention of rendering such aid as steamers Queen of the Lakes, Saugatuck,
of general interest the entire programme
through real estate at a lively rate.
might be necessary. As they neared the Macatawa, and others, will run excursions
as carried out was far superior to that of
craft
the tug Jennie King steamed up and continually during the day and evening,
J. B. Gillett, of Ventura, has our
years gone by. Below we give a complete
thanks for some Goldeu Queen Straw- soon had the vessel out in the Lake, thus and no one who may chance to come here resume of the week’s exercUes:
berries, as fine a flavored berry as any spoiling a good report for the crew. The need feel concerned about inadequateacBACCALAUREATE SERMON.
commodations,In either hotels or steamers,
we have had this season. Mrs. E. Hum. name of the vessel was Lena Behm.
In accordance with the programme
for with the three hotels at the resorts,
pbrles, of this city, also presented us with
carried oat on previous occasions comThe Board of Education at a meeting
and the numerous hotels and eating
some fine, large, Sharplessberries which
mencement week opened on Sunday night
held this week, so we understand, refused
houses of the city, all may be easily acwere delicious.
with the baccalaureatesermon by Rev,
to re-employtwo of the very best teachers
commodated. The committee having the
Dr. Chas. Scott, president of the college.
About four hundred people from this of the past year, simply because they dared
celebration in charge feel very much gratThat
He selected as his text Second Timothy
city went oo the excursionto see the drill to eay how much their services were

Citt Clerk's Omoi, June 15, 1887.
To Mrs. J. Bangs. D. Van Ltenen, E. J. Harrington, Jr., Dirk De Vries, Hermanns Benkema,
Geo. N. Williams J. B. Van Oort. Mrs. E. Markle,
8. DeGroot, Mrs. E. F. Stewart. Boone A Williams,
Hermanns Boone, Otto Breyman, H. Van Der
Haar, Mm A. Meerman, Lukas Aling, Exavlor F.
Sutton, First Reformed Churcb, Geo. Met*, Mrs.
J. Msseher, P. 0. Vlocant.Christian Reformed
Church, A. J. Clark, H. Vegter, Mrs. H. Kremers,
Mrs. R. Scholten.P. Van Lceuwen, Mra. J. Oxner,
T. Keppel, P. Lepeltak, K. Schaddelee.M.
W on rf An
A nt
ET
___
Meertens, Antonie De Kok, Isaac Cappon,
Derk Te Roller,
—
1 wJ. H. Te Slegter,
v ic vi • Wilflara
william
Und™0 ’ °WDer0 Un,inowD’
City of Hoi-

n
-

nine o’clock the patrol of the Life Saving fast animals from abroad have signified

doubtless accept the offer.

A

.Mu

mm

CURRENT EVENTS*
ijfoilltttd

fils

EAST.

HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS GEIST.

• The

statue to

Nathan Hale, made by

shoots of approval that were heard for
miles. J

tion tending to what the delegates will

do

Judge Thurman persists in deINDUSTRIES.
A New Lisbon (Ohio) dispatch says clining the nomination. The Republicans are not talking much on tbe sabthat during the performance atForepaugh’s
ject, but it seems certain Foraker will
Doings of Organized Labor in the
circus in that town, on the night of Satur-

PUB

in caSh

be nominated by acclamation.

the authority of the State of Connecticut, day last, Pickaninny,the baby elephant,
who was performing with one of the
to be placed in the Capitol building at Hartclowns, treated the latter to a severe drubford, was on Tuesday formally delivered
bing, badly injuringthe joker. Adam
by the commission to the State. It is a
Forepaugh, Jr., who was boxing with
bronze figure of heroic size.
Sullivan, the large elephant, went to the
Professor Mark Hopkins, ex- Presi- clown’s assistance, when Snllivan,who
dent of Williams College, died at North was unattended, started on the rampage,

CoNORESSlfBN who

favor

a repeal of

Various Sections of the

Country.

the tobacco excise predict that this will

be easily accomplishedat the approaching
session....An effort will be maae in the
National Trade DistriotMovement Among
next Congress to effect some changes in
the present system of selectingcadets for
the Knights— Among the Mines

West Point and Annapolis,under which
Important Happenings in Every
the supply of naval and military officers is
causing
a
stampede.
The
confusion
Adams, Moss., on Friday. Mr. Hopkins,
Quarter of the Civilfor a time was terrible, the roar- very largely in excess of the demand.
who was by many looked upon as the fore- ing of the animals and the screaming
ized Globe.
most theologian of the country, was bom of men, women, and children adding to
generalT

There is a widespread movement among
the Knights for separate national trade asgradu- the excitement. Several casualtiesresultated in 1824 at the college of which ho was
Bryant B. Crandall, who disappeared sociations. The hamessmakers will want
ed. Miss Crawford had a broken leg, a
child had its head badly crashed, and sev- from Buffalo in 1886, and was supposed to one; the brassworkers have asked for one;
eral babies were severelyinjured. To add have committed suicide at Niagara FaUs, the ironworkershave organized for one;
to the panic, Miss Stickney, the lady rider has been arrested at Salem, Oregon. He
and the coopers, painters, and decorators
of Rhetoric and Moral Philosophy of the
who continuedher performancein another was insured in five benefit organizations,
College, becoming
ins; President in 1836. ring in the hope of restoring quiet, fell iu
including the Northwestern Masonic, of insist on separate control A score of other
Twenty- six years later he resigned the
the midst of the four horses she was rid- Chicago, all of which, save one, paid the crafts are asking for a separate room in the
Presidency, but retained the professor- ing, and was terribly injured about the head
death claims. Crandall has been indicted great Order where they can talk things
ship. Professor Hopkins was the author and chest by the feet of the animals. She
at Buffalo, and will be brought there for
over. The experiments already made have
of a number of philosophical works. His
was taken from the ring in an insensible trial.
shown that there is nothing in the movemanly piety, great intellect, and good hu- condition.Her injuries are serious.
The Chicago Times presentsreports of ment of ardisintegratingcharacter,but that
mor were strongly felt by every student
The loss of life by the burning of the crop conditions collected from over one in reality this step is a cementingone.
who came under his instruction. It was
Dr. Hopkins who first conceived the idea propeller Champlain near Charlevoix, thousand points in the Northwest. AlNew England textile manufacturers
of illustrating mental and moral science Mich., proves to be larger than at first re
though wheat has been damaged by the are generally improvingtheir capacity and
by means of diagrams, and iu this manner
ported. Of the crew and passengers, prolonged drouth and intensely hot patting in better machinery to decrease
tho most abstruse subiects were made clear.
numbering fifty-seven,only twenty-seven weather in some localities, the general cost, A New Hampshire firm has ordered
Henry V. Leslie, the defaulting secre- are known to have been saved. It is be- prospects are very encouraging. There is a cargo of wool from Ban Francisco around
tary of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal lieved that an accurate list of the lost will a largely increased acreage, especially in Cape Horn on account of high freights.
Dakota, and the aggregate yield in the The PepperellMill, in Maine, has just
Company, who with J. A. L. Wilson, the never be secured.
Northwestpromisesto be the largest ever divided a half million dollarsin dividends,
treasurer, embezzledover $65,000, has been
known. The outlook for oom is very fa- and has a million dollarsleft.
SOUTH.
arrested at Philadelphia.
vorable. There will be short orops of
Five national labor unions have just held
A severe earthquake shock was felt at timothy and flax, and the barley crop also their annual sessions— the printers at
WEST.
Buffalo,the shoemakers at Brockton, the
Summerville,S. C., Sunday, accompanied threatens to be a partialfailure.
In
their weekly trade review, R. G. Dun iron-workersat Pittsburg, and the maby
a
prolonged
roaring.
No
casualties
The steamer Champlain,of the Northern
were reported.
& Co. congratulate the commercial pnb- chinery workers and miners at Cincinnati.
Michigan Line, bound for Cheboygan from
There were 200,000 shoemakers said to be
The through train for New Orleans on lio that two of the great speculations by representedthrough 150 delegates at
Chicago, burned on Friday morning between Norwood and Charlevoix,at the the Southern Pacific was stopped by a which legitimate business has been em- Brockton. The Iron-workers had 180
mouth of the Grand TraverseBay. The dozen train-robbers about IjOO miles from barrassed for months have come to an end delegates.
without disaster to other parties save
boat was running ten miles an hour, when Houston, Tex., and the passengers robbed
Fort Worth, Texas, is to be made*
flames suddenlyshot up from under the of everything of value. The express car those who invited disaster. This re- wool and sheep depot with immense stock
fers,
of
course,
to
the
Chicago
wheat
engine, driving the engineer from was also rifled. Tbe robbers obtained beyards and scooring establishments. It
his post with his clothes on fire. tween $15,000 and $20,000 ....... A stage- deal and the New York coffee deal. now coils $1.43 to pay the freight on 100
ran to the hurricane deck, coach which runs between Ballwin and The cotton prospects are more favor- pounds of grease ana dirt, and this is to bo
plunged into a tank, and then re- Barrett’s, two villages a few miles from able than for several years past. The iron saved by the sconring establishments.
turned to his work, but was too late St. Louis, Mo., was held up by three road market is depressed by tbe breaking of Fort Worth says that she will yet rival
to stop his engine or connect the hose. agents. The fifteen passengers were com- the coke combination. Railroad earnings Philadelphia as a wool center.
The alarm was given, the sleeping passen- pelled to yield np their valuables. The continue large. Imports are increasing
Four railroads are now being built in
and exports falling off. Trade generally
gers aroused, and when life-preservers amount obtained was less than $500.
Georgia to center at Atlanta. It will then
is
in
a
satisfactory
condition,
althongh
had been fastened on all gathered on the
stringency in the money market is reported be the greatestrailroadcenter in the South.
forward deck. Two life-boats and lifeWASHINGTON.
from
some important financial centers. These roads will run through cool, lumber,
rafts were lowered, but the steamer was
The business failuresin the United States and agriculturalsections,and already synrunning so fast that they got away. In
An Associated Press telegram from numbered 213, as compared with 155 dar- dicates are operatingalong the projected
ten minutes from the time the boat caught
Washington
says: “The battle of the stand- ing the correspondingweek of last year, lines, securing control of the most desirafire the passengers were all compelled to
ble lands.
jump into the lake. The steward says ards is terminated and the captured flags of tbe increase being dne to the grain-gamblere’ panic.
The New York silversmithshave surrenthat there were fifty- seven persons on the dead Confederacy will remain in the
dered and gone to work. Nearly all the
board, including the crew. The lost are as custody of the War Department President
~ FOREIGN. ‘~
cabinet-makers’ shops of New York have
follows, so far as known: Belonging to Cleveland on Thursday sent the following
Chicago— Henry Brennan, clerk; two chil- letter in regard to the matter to the SecreA paper factory at Kief, Rnssia, was establishedthe nine-hoursystem. A new
organ (monthly) has been established in
dren, believedto belong to one Martin tary of War:
Bow; Mrs. M. Kehoe; an unknown “I have to-day considered with more care destroyed by fire, with a loss of $250,000. New York to represent the National Fedboy. Belonging to other places— Ella than when the subject was orally presented John Bright has written an open letter eration.The Fnrriere'Union voted $45 to
Cooper Smith, Robert Wilkes, George me, the setion of yonr department directing to Mr. Gladstone apologizing for inaccu- the Chicago anarchists.
Wrisley, of Charlevoix;R. M. McKeel; letters to be addressed to the Governors of all rately quoting his recent speech at SwanA London paper says there is not one
States, offering to return, if desired, to the
Beans, steward; Captain Lucas, Petoskey; tbe
loyal States, tho Union flags captured daring sea, and expressing regret that his con- corner of Europe where American smalla fireman; a second cook; Mr. Bussell, of the w ar of the rebellion by the Confederate
cost hardware is not for sale. Krupp, of
the Jackson (Mich.) Corset Company; forces and afterward recovered by Gov- science ana judgment forbid him from Germany; Armstrong, of England, and
acting
with
him
on
the
Irish
question.
troops, and to tbe Confederate
and
from Milwaukee, ernmentthe
Hotchkiss, of France, with all their vast
flags captured by the Union
William O’Brien, editor of United resources are unable to produce a monkey
bound for Mackinaw; one waiter; States
forces, all of which for many years have been
four Indians, deck bands; a lady and packed in boxes and stored in the cel- Ireland, receivedan enthusiastic recep- or screw-bar wrench equal to the American
daughter from Frankford,names un- lar and attic of the War Department.I am of tion at Queenstown, Friday, upon wrenches.
known. There are seven not accounted the opinion that the return of the flags in the his return from America. He made a
The builders in the small towns all over
manner thus contemplatedis not authorisedby
for, the above list of lost comprising only exis^ng law, nor justifiedas an executiveact. brief address to his friends, after which
tbe country are reporting an increasing
those known to have perished. Those I request, therefore,that no further steps be he left for Cork, where he was formally
demand for small houses. Tbe bnilding
saved floated an hour and a half, when taken in the matter except to examine and in- tendered the freedom of the city.
and loan associationfever is spreading in
ventory
these
flags,
and
adopt
proper
measures
they were rescued by a yawl and fish boats
their preservation.Any direction as to tho
At Queenstown, on Friday, the customs the West. The outflow of money from
from the shore. Several of those saved for
final disposition of them should originate with
sluggish financiallocalities in the East is
were badly burned. The boat burned to
Gboveb Cleveland. officials confiscateda box belonging to a stimulating enterprise in a great many
the hull and has been towed here. It is
“At the request of Gov. Foraker, of passenger on the Adriatic named Peter small channels.
impossible now to tell the cause of the Ohio, that counsel should be retained to Coy, and which was supposed to contain
fire, but it
thought it may institute legal proceedingsto enjoin the explosives.Coy is detained in custody Western cities and towns are develhave been caused by a lamp explosion. return of the Confederate flags to the Gov- pending an analysis of the contents of the oping their manufacturing capabilities
rapidly. Denver, Col., is becoming an
Seven bodies have already been recovered. ernors of the Southern States,Gen. H. V. box.
important manufacturingcenter, and will
The Champlain was valued at about $30,- Boynton had selected Hon. Samuel SheilaHugh O’Donnell, ex- Vice President produce $30,000,000 worth of products this
000. Caleb Russell of Jackson, Mich., bayger, of Ohio, and Hon. George 8.
died after being brought ashore. The shoe Boutwell, of Massachusetts, to take charge of the Home Rule Confederation,writes a year. Eastern manufacturersare pioneerand foot of an unknown victim have been of the case. These gentlemen expected to letter from Cologne to the London Times ing over the West seeking opportunities.
recovered from the hull, which was towed have an applicationfor a mandamus defendingthe Parnellites against the acThe London papers ore complainingthat
ashore. Besides these there were twelve filed in the Supreme Court of cusations brought by that journal of com- as fast as British workmen leave their
to fourteen deck-hands,whose names are
the District Thursday afternoon, but plicity in crime. The Times insists that shores the gap is filled np with German
unknown. Most of them were shipped in were deterred by the non-receipt of a nec- Mr. O’Donnellevades the vital points of workmen and workmen from Bnssia. They
Chicago. The clerk, Henry Brennan, who essary telegram from Ohio. The papers the indictment against tbe Irish National- don’t wont the pauper labor of the contilived on the North Side, in Chicago, was were based upon tbe claim that the Secre- ists.
nent M shot" there. The remedy is in the
taken ashore, but he was burned so badly tary of War was about to dispose of public
Oyer 200 lives were lost by the capsiz- highest degree obsoure.
that he died in a shoit time.
property without authority of law. The ing of a boat on the Danube River.
emThe Supreme Court of Missouri has letter of the President made further action
sarrenSeveral of the Bodyke tenants,ariggie. Boston
affirmed the finding in the case of Max- by the attomej-s unnecessary."The protests of the Governors of Ohio and Iowa rested for resisting the evicting officers, bnildingemployers have been placing themwell, who murdered Preller in St. Louis a
and the publicly expressed indignationof have been sent to prison for brief terms. selves in positionto open the fight. The
ear or more ago. The prisoner will now
the Grand Army of the Republic over the While they were being removed to prison workmen, in anticipation of trouble, are
hanged, r.
proposition to return the flags had the effect o crowd of sympathizers made disorderly strengthening their lines.
A Chicago dispatch of Monday says: to stir np much feeling throughout the demonstrationsand were charged upon by
Eastern farmers and well-to-do meWilliam J. McGarigle,ex- Chief of Police country. Governor Rusk, of Wisconsin, the police, a number being injured.
chanics are lending, through agencies,
at Stockbridge, Mass., Feb.

The Very Latest

Intelligence

Flashed Over the Telegraphic Wires.

LATEST DISPATCHES.
THE QUEEN’S JUBILEE
One Million Strangeri in London—Her Majesty
Enthusiastically Greeted.

It is estimated that there were one
million strangers in London on Monday,
attractedby the Queen’s jubibee celebra-

tion.

When

her Majesty appearedon the
was greeted with the greatest
enthusiasm. A London dispatch of Tnesdaysays:
streets she

The Queen arrived from Windsor on a special
train. A great crowd was at the station when
•he alighted from the train and enthusiastically cheered her as she was assisted into the carriage in waitine. She was at once driven to
Buckingham Palace. Crowds of people lined
the whole route from the railroad station to the
palace and rapturously applauded the Queen
as abe was driven by. Her Majesty appeared

delightedat the demonstrationsof

alty ebown her,

loy-

and with

smiling
face bowed repeatedly in acknowledgment.
United States MinisterPhelps was accorded
the nnnsual honor of a personalinterviewwith
her Majesty at BnokingnamPalace in the afternoon. The Queen cordially received the
American representative, who, in the name of
PresidentCleveland, tendered the congratulations of the latterto her Majesty on her fifty
yean of snocessfal reign. The Queen expressed
her wannest thanks, and begged Mr. Phelps to
extend the same to President Cleveland. The
private reception of diplomats on such occasions is almost unprecedented. An illuminated
address to the Queen from British subjects resident in Boston, Mass., was formally delivered
to her Majesty. The address was inclosed in
an oak ease, and the presentationtook place
at BuckinghamPalace.

INTERSTATEJCOM MERGE.
Complaint of a Passenger Against the Ticket

Boycott

Vernon

Ward, of Columbus, Ohio,
complains to the Interstate Commerce
C.

Commission,charging the ticket agent of
the Chicago, 8t. Louis and Pittsburgh
BaQroad with refusing to sell him, in accordance with published schedules, a
ticket to Bloomington, 111:, via the

Chicago and Alton Boad from Chicago, the agent giving as a reason
that his company was boycotting the
Chicago and Alton. William H. Heed, of
Walla Walla, W. T., complainsthat the
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company
charged $72 for transporting24,000 pounds
of grain to Portland, Oregon. He thinks
all over $3 a ton is nnjnst and unreasonable. Josiah Baker, Jr., and D. Rankin,
live-stockdealers of Tarkio, Mo., complain
that the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Railroad charges them $70 per car-load for
transporting live stock to Chicago, while it
charges from Kansas City to Chicago only
$60; that Kansas City is 547 miles from
Chicago, while Tarkio is only 433 miles.

NATURAL GAS FOR CHICAGO.
BnflUo Men Projecting a Pipe-Linefrom
Falrmount, Ind., to This City.

A special dispatch from Wabash, Ind.,
News, says: “The naturalgas well at Fairmount,Grant County, was
to the Chicago

•old on Saturday to W. H. Best of Buffalo,
N. Y., who represents a syndicate of Buffalo capitalists.Mr. Best is acting under
the immediateinstructionof J. Satterfield
of Buffalo. It having been reported
that the syndicate intends to pipe
the gas
Chicago, your correspondent visited Fairmount to inquire

to

into the rumor. Mr. Best was reticent. and would not say what his company
would do with the big well. He evaded
all questions,but Mr. W. C. Winslow, a
prominent citizen of Fairmountand a
former stockholder in the well, as well as
other stockholders,said that the gas is to
be piped to Chicago by way of the Cincinnati, Wabash & Michigan and Lake Shore
Railways. Several other wells are to be
sunk at once on land recentlyleased by the
Buffalo syndicate and the output run into
the pipe-line."

_

THE DANUBE DISASTER
Over Three Hundred People Find a Watery
Grave.

A

CABLEGRAM from Vienna

says:

•Later particulars show that the recent
forty accident at Paks, ou the Danube
River, was much worse than

was at

first

reported. The boat was fearfully overloaded, having four hundred persons

on

board. It is stated that
the boatmen were intoxicated.The
panic on the boat was fearful.
Abbe SzpUalfszpiesblessed the pilgrims,
jumped overboard, and swam ashore with
a qhild, but died an hour afterward from
the rupture of a blood-vessel.The bodies
recovered give evidence of fearful deathtrugglee in their tattered clothes and distorted faces. It is estimated that 300 persons were drowned. Over 200 bodies have
been recovered.The recognitionof bodies
by friends on shore is attended with heartrending scenes."

_

How

the Clevelands Will Pats

Summer.

/ A Washinoton special to the Chicago
Herald says: "The President is not going

to take vacation in July, as has been said.

The statement originated with an enter-

4,

1802,

He

_

man

boy

Congress.

is

£

and present Warden of the County Hos- telegraphed his protest to President Cleveland, claiming that the trophies, if surpital, and Edward McDonald, engineer at
rendered, should be given up to the States
the County Hospital, spent Stmday behind
by whose troops they were captured. Govthe bare of the county jail as the result of
ernor Martin, of Kansas, also wired his
the long “boodle” trial, in which the jury
protest, alleging that the scheme was Han
found both of them guilty and sentenced insult to the heroic dead, and an outrage
each to three years’ imprisonmentat Joliet.
on their surviving comrades.” The Grand
The trial lasted seven weeks. When court Army men throughoutthe entire West also
met Saturday Judge Shepard delivered the made vigorons protests. The following
court’s charge to the jury and the twelve
statement with regard to the President's
men retired to the grand jury room to agree action concerning the proposed return of
upon the verdict.The jurors were a unit the battle flags was made at the White
in their belief of the guilt of the two Macs,
Hoqse to a representativeof the Associated
but were about equally divided as to mak- Press:
ing the term of punishment one, two, or
“When the question was proposed to the
three years. The maximum penalty of the President by the Adjutant General an imporlaw is three years’ imprisonmentor $1,000 tant feature suggested was tho return to tho
fine, but money punishment never entered loyal (states of the flags which had been captured by the Confederates and retaken by our
into the deliberations of tho jury, and a
army at the collapseof the rebellion.They,
verdict was soon reached giving both the with such Confederateflags as had been capextreme penalty of the law. Judge Shepard tured from the enemy by our troops, had, it
was recalledto tho court-roomat 3 o’clock was represented, for a long time lain uucared
for and neglected, packed away in boxes in the
by the jury's bailiff, and a few moments cellar of the War Department, and had been
later the jurors stalked solemnly iu. Fore- removed to the attic as a better place for their
man Fitzpatrickhanded to the clerk a folded safe keeping.
“The disposition of the flags, which seemed to
slip of paper, which, on instructionsfrom
be answering no good purposewhere they were,
the Court, was opened and read, as follows: “We, the jury, find the defendants
guilty of conspiracyto obtain money by
quest in individualoases, and the rest, if defalse pretenses in the manner and form as
sired. might as well be returned together. Tbe
charged in the indictment,and fix return of the Confederate flags which were
the penalty at three years in the with the others in the department was sugpenitentiary.” McGarigle turned ghast- gested, but there was not tbe slightest thought
interfering Id any way with the captured
ly white, and great drops of cold of
flags now held by any State.
sweat stood out on his face as he
“The right of the department to make those
blankly stared at the carpet, seemingly returns being questionedby the President, such
was distinctly asserted, and precedents
stonned by the shook. Ed McDonald af- right
alleged,and thereupon his oral assent was
fected to coolly read a paper, but the deep given to the propoaed action. The matter was
red of his flushed face and the nervous dismissed from nis mind until comment theretwitching of his bands betrayed the nerv- Ufon within the lost day or two brought it again
his attention, when, upon personally examousness he tried so hard to. hide. Mike to
ining tbe law, and considering the subject more
McDonald was whiter even than McGar- carefully, he satisfiedhimself that no disposiigle and too much astounded to say a tion of these flags could be made without Conword. The jury was polled, each man gressionalaction; whereupou he directeda
suspensionof operations by the letter made
affirming bis words, and then they were

spend two weeks of the early
public this evening.*
antomn hunting in the Adirondaoks. It is
dismissed by the Judge, with a few words
pot improbable that this invitationmay be
of thanks for their patience. Counsel
accepted, both by himself and Mrs. ClevePOLITICS.
land. The summer months will be spent for the defense entered the usual
motion
for
new
trial.
There . During the past wtek, says a Cincinby the President and his wife at their
is universal rejoicing in Chicago at the
country home on Tennallytown road. Mrs
outcome of the trial. At the base-ball nati telegram, there has been no political
grounds, where the Detroit and Chicago news of strikingimportancein Ohio. The
cluba were contesting a game in the pres- Democratiocounty conventions have been
ence of 10,000 people, the news of the instrnctingdelegates to the State convenuntil he goes to St. Louis in September."
conviction of tbe boodlers was posted on tion to work for the nomination of Judge
the bulletinboard, and was received with Thurman, bat there has been no informavitation to

and Mills.
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MARKETREPORTS.
NEW YORK.
Cattm

......................
....| 4.50 & 5.50
Hogs .............................5.25 & 5.75
Whea-D-Ng.1 White ............. 92 (.4 .93
No. 2 Red ............... 93 C4 .94)$
Corn— No 2 ....................... 46)$0 .47
Oats— White ......................
.41
Pork— New Moss ...... .........15.75 ulfl.25

87

.

CHICAGO.
CATTLE-Choice to Prime Steers 4.75 g 5.00
Medium ...............4.00 $4.50
Common ............... 8.50 & 4.00
Hoos— Shipping ................. 4.75 $ 5.25
Flour— Winter Wheat .......... 4.25 $ 4.75
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............70)$$ .71}$
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 35 $ .88
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 24»$«* .25
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 17 $ .18
Fine Dairy .............12
.14)$
Cheese— Full Cream, Cheddars. .08
.08 1$
Full Cream, new ....... 08 & .08)$
Eoob— Fresh ...................... 12)$$ .18
Potatoes— Cbolee, new, per brl. 4.25 $4.75
Pork— Mess ......................
21.75 « 82.25

$
$

MILWAUKEE.
heat— Cash .................... 73
>RN-No.3 ....................... 35
Oats— No. 2 White ................ 80

$
&
&
&

.74

.35)$
.80)4

Rye— No. ........................ 65
.57
PoBK-Mess .................... 13.75 *14.25
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. .................... 77)$$ .78)$
Corn— Mixed ..................... 34)$$ .35)$
Oats— Mixed ...................... 27 $ .28
Pork— New Mess ................1175 £15.25
1

8

TOLEDO.

Wheat-No. .................... 80 & .80)$
Corn-No. 2 ...................... 39 $ .40
Oats ..............................25 $ .26
DETROIT.
Beef Cattle. ...................4.00 $4.75
9

Hoos .............................3.50 $ 4.50
Bhebp ............................
8.50 $.4.75
Wheat— Michigan Bed ...........83 vtf .84

Corn— No.

9.

...................... 39)$$ .40

Wheat-No. 9 Red ............... 81)$|t .62
Corn-No. 2 ...................... 89)$$ .40)$
Oats— N<x ...................... 29 $ .30
PoRE-Meis .....................
14.75 »15.25
Live Hoos ...... ......... 4.75 $6.95
2

.

BUFFAtA

Whkat-No. 1 White ............. 88 $ .88)$
Corn— No. 9 Yellow ............... 42)$$ .43)$
Cattle ........ .
4.50 $5.00
INDIANAPOLIS.
Beef Cattle. ..................
3.60. ft 5.00
U008 ........
4J0 $ 6.25
8HEEF ...............
2.00 $8.75
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 77 rt .77)$
Cobn-No. ...................... 36 $ .38)$
Oats— No. 2 Mixed. ............... 27 $ .28
EAST LIBERTY.
CATTLE-Prime ................. 4.75 $5.25
Fair. ...................4.25 $4.75
Common .............. 4.00 $ 4.25
MOOS. ............................6.25 $ 5.75
Sheep ...........................4.00 $4.50

„

2

much of their spare cash on Western mortgages. This exchange ought to have been
built np long ago. Money commands very
low rates of interest East and exceptionally
high rates in the

West

One well-known make of boiler has been
sold to tbe extent of 122,060 horse power
in New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Great ingenuity and study ore being
centered on boiler-making,and marked
improvements have been completedwithin
a few months.
An enthnsiastioWestener, who writes as
though he were posted, says $50,000,000
could be safely invested in tbe sngarmakiug and growing industry in the South,
and that there are excellent opportunities
for jute and ramie manufacturing.

,

The

Northern investorsin Southern

pig-irou plants are greatly encouragedby
the active demand in Western markets for
the entire product of furnaces. This will
lead to further extension of capacity.Coko
is scarce.

At Dallas, Texas, a half-million dollar
cotton mill is to be built. The Roanoke
Cotton Mills, Va., are to have a capital of
$250,000. Another cotton mill is to be
started at Columbia, S. C., with a capital
of $500,000.

The question of co-operationis not
favorably considered in the Knights’ assemblies, and the land theories of George,
while favorably regarded at a distance,are
not consideredgood matters to advance
wages with.
A great many Philadelphia-madeboilway ii
into Eastern mills
and factories.Four 125 horse power safety
boilers have just been pnt in at East Ware_ their
era are finding

ham, Mass.
The Kansas City carpenters are looking
a long way ahead. They announce that
they won’t work more than eight honra
after next June, and want 35 cents an hour.
The miners are earnestly endeavoringto
avert strikes in the future, and, if met with
half the candor they feel, measures will bo
devised by which justice can be done.

The expressed opinion of labor delegates at the various trade conventions is
that the improving condition of things
justifies the advancesthey desire to have
made.

m:

AT THE CAPITAL.

MECHANICAL.

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

HU Fear of Plots— A Ruler Who Reads
A new method of making table
Both houses convened, bnt remained in sesThe veto of the universityappropriation
Petitions.
knives consists in forming the knife*
sion less than thirty minutes, on the 13th Inst
bill, as foreshadowed in the message of
handles by boring out and flattening
The present Sultan is a man who sits The House was withouta quorum and at once
Governor Luce on the 2d instant provided
one end of a blank, and closing the the Senate refused to call the bill back as quaking in his kiosk at Yildiz with his adjourned.The Senate transacted routine
month of the bore by drawing it to- the Governor then suggested, is a fixed nerves ail unstrung from fear of plots and business, received a batch of petitions,and concurred in House amendments on the Monroe
gether in dies, and in forming the fact The Senate argued that the bill did his ears wide open to every suggestion for banking bill before adjournment
not
appropriate
a
sum
larger
than
the
needs
knife-blade by flattening and trimming
A bill intended to wipe out buoket-ehops,
of the great and growing universityde- securing, not the safety of his dominions, entitled "A bill to prevent gambling in stocks,
the other end of the blank in dies.
but his own personal safety, writes a correbonds, petroleum,cotton, grain, provisions, and
There is not so much need of sand- manded; that in appropriating the $75,000
for the erectionanu equipment of scientific spondent. To see him go to the mosqne
other produce," passed both houses on the 13th
paper in the manufacture of furniture
laboratories,was done very largelyat the on a Friday in a closed carriageis a humilInst. It Is one of the most stringent laws ever
and all cabinet work nowadays, as the suggestion of the Governor, who, as the
machinery used turns out very perfect committeeset forth in their report on the iating spectacleto old Turkish officers,who drafted on the subject, and makes the brokers,
agent, employer,owner of building or premises
work. It is estimated by one of the Governor's message asking for the recall, remember how proudly Abdul Medjid and occupied for this purpose guilty of a misdeAbdul Aziz used to ride on horseback meanor punishable on tho first offenso by a
largest manufacturers of sand-paper in referredin his inaugural message to the
Lansing, June

«

ABDUL HAMID.

the country that not more than 70 per
cent, of the amount of last year's business will be done this year.

When, some years

through crowded streets to St. Sophia.

pose. The committee said: “Your com-

since, pipe staves mittee then interpretedthat portion of his
were almost exclusively made in Can- Excellency’s message herein quoted as faada and Michigan, the 66-inch stave voring the appropriation asked, and they
was principallymade, but after the fail to find the least indicationof his distrade got more sensible, and through approval therein. They are unable to learn
want of large timber and nearness and of any facts that then existed that do not
convenience to the ocean, they got to now exist for the appropriation recommended by his Excellency, and which has
making the 60-inch stave and the received your favorable action.”
smaller one within reach of New York.
The committee also reported that they
A German inventor has recently in- deemed it unwise to ask the regents to introduced improvements in the treat- crease the rate of tuition to students from
ment of wood, to render this material outside the State, as uiged by the Governor, because the Constitution gives the
less liable to the influence of moisture.
Board of Begents full control over all the
His system is of special value for wood
affairs of the institution, while they gave
pavements. The blocks are first treated figures to prove that foreign students actuwith a solution of water glass, and then ally paid during the last tvo years $34,impregnated with a mixture of fluo- 980, while Michigan studentsonly paid
silicic acid and some bituminouscom- during the same time $20,655. The committee believed the fact that as the original
pounds.
The preservativequality of sea wa- endowment of the University was a gift of
land from the United States that was sold
ter is shown by the fact that among the
for $530,000, the interest of which is anarticles recovered from vessels sunk in nually applied toward the support of the
the harbor of Vigo, Spain, in 1702, are institution, Michigan should be reasonably
specimens of logwood and mahogany hospitable and generous toward students
that, notwithstanding their 184 years from other States. In view of these
submersiou,are in a perfect state of and other reasons the recall of the
preservation. Dyers who experimented bill for the purpose of amending it
with the logwood say that it is even bet- was reported against, and so the veto-ax
fell; the reasons given by the Governor in
ter for coloring purposes than the wood
the veto message being largely a repetition
now imported.
of the ideas contained in the message askA well-knownsteam-engine builder ing for the recall. Although the bill apsays that a large share of the fault propriates $192,565.94,a sum larger than
found with the engines running un- ever before appropriated to that or any
steadily comes from permittingthe other educational institution at any session
of the Legislature before, it was not begovernor to get dry from lack of oil, or
lieved by many that the Governor would
gummed up in some of its essential take the responsibilityof vetoing the bill,
parts. He instances sending a man 150 but he did. It was tabled at the time but
miles upon repeated complaints of an taken up on the 9th and passed over the
engine sold two years previous.
veto by a vote of yeas, 26; nays, 5. It is,
half-day spent in putting the governor however, not very certain that it can pass
in condition was all the man did when in the House over the veto, 67 votes being
needed, while it received only 61 votes in
he got there.— American Machinist,
that body on its original passage, and there
A new kind of scales consists of a are always members who regard it as a persimple balance arm ; resting on a nickel sonal insult to a Governor to vote to pass
point, supported by a standard about any bill over his veto.

r/

Abdul Hamid never lots anybody know nn
hour beforehandto which mosque he will
go for the Selamlik. Visitors who have
been invited to view the sight from the
corps de garde opposite the new
mosque, which stands close to the
palace gates, watch regiment after

regiment

up

_
:

“Now, sir, what do you mean by
waking me up at this hour?”
“Coma t’ ansher ’vertishment.”
“Well, sir, this is no time to come on
such an errand ; what have you to say ?”
“Fve come to tell you— very sorry—
can’t go with you.”—
York Tri-

bune,

Gov. Beaver gives his pension of $45
a

month

to charity.

the

y

This advertisement was seen late one
night by a young man who hod been
dining freelv. He cogitated awhile,
and then told the club porter to call a
hansom. The cab was procured, and
with a little muscular exertion on the
part of porter and cabby the young
man was stowed awav in its recesses.
He told the man to drive to the address
given in the advertisement.Arrived
there he was assisted to the sidewalk,
and with much dignity ordered the
cabbv to practice on the bell and
knocker of the old-fashionedresidence.
The advertiser stuck his venerable
head out of the window, and after a parley conducted with explosive indignation from the window and unruffled
assurance from the sidewalk the ancient
came down and unbolted the door.
When he had picked up the diner and
stood him in a corner the following
conversationtook place

only one day on in the Senate last pel must pay full fare.
The press must pay full fare.
week, and that on the 8tb, and, without
No rebates allowed.
reaching the question of the amount of the
tax or bonds and some other important
Passes can be granted to officers or empoints, the bill was ordered to third readployes of railroadand transportationcompanies only.
ing, so that Senators can be put on record
on those importantquestionswhen they
One company may exchange these passes
come up, as they will be presented ns pro- with another.
posed amendments to the bill. The special
Railroad men must pay full fares for
order on the bill has been set down for the their families.
16th, and at least a whole week will be used
Tariffs must be printed and posted in all

had

up in the two houses before the

bill is

stations.

Rates may be increased by giving ten
days’ notice.
THE BANKING BILL PASSED.
Rates may be reduced by giving one
Senator Moon's bill for the establishment of a State banking department day’s notice, posting tariffsin the sta(passed by the Senate some days ago) tions.
passed the House on the 10th— yeas 53,
A lower rate cannot be given for a longei
finally disposed of.

is, if a war of rates should
occur, and the fare between New York and
San Francisco be reduced to $10, the companies giving such rates could not charge
MINING SCHOOL BILLS.
Senator Hubbell's bills appropriating more than that for conveyance to any in$100,000 for a mining school building at termediate station.
No theatrical rates or passes to agents.
Houghton and $25,000 for current expenses
of the school for 1888, passed the House on
In regard to passes, the law applies to
the 8th, 63 to 15; but there are whispers
travel between States only; passes may be
that the Governor is thinking seriouslyof given from one town to another in the same
State.
vetoing the former (for the building).
NO ADJOURNMENT FOR SOME TIME.
Excursion, mileage, thousandfinile, or
Both houses went to Detroit Suturdav, commutationtickets are not affectedby the
on a special train, as the guests of that law.
city, and the whole institutionstands adThe extreme penally of the law is a fine
journed till this evening at 9:30. Final of $5,000 for each and every offense (givadjournmentcan't possibly be reached be- ing a pass or cutting the rates), with a liafore the 25th, and possibly not before a bility for damages to the man who fafil to
get the pass or the cut rate.
week
Observer.

nays 7— and will soon become a law, which
is to be submittedto the people for adoption at the November electionin 1888.

later.

selling at three cents

o

—The NorthernAsylum for the Insane
has nearly six hundred patients.

—Ex- Senator and Mrs. Conger

will

spend

most of the summer at Washington.

—A.

E. Conover

and M. W. Newberry

open another printing office in Cold*
water next week— a label-works.
will

—A young man
father is

a

named Packard,whose

well-to-do farmer of Seneca,

fine of not less thanffiOO or more than 11,000, and
was arrestedrecentlyon a charge of utteron the second offense with the same penalty and
imprisonment in tho county Jail for six months. ing counterfeitsilver.
The Senate Committee on Liquor Traffic favorably reported the Marshall liquor bill, with a
—Albert Stookey,of Pulaski, although
few amendments. The Burr local-option bill by
counties passed the Senate by a vote of 21 yeas 72 ye ora of nge, recently planted four and
to 7 nays. The House bill providing for the apseven-eighths acres of ground with one pair
pointment of a commission of three persons
to go to Gettysburg and mark with suitable of horses in two days.
monuments the position of Michigan'svarious
proposition to build a new Third
regimentson the day of tho battle, passed
the Senate. The Honso passed the Senate bill
School House at Coldwater, to cost

uuuio bw auiibu. ib ! uiuimcu tuut unenaers
younger than 10 years ought to go to the State
Public School instead of to the Reformatory
Institute. The bill provides that any girl between 10 and 17 years of age may be on conviction sentencedto the Industrial Home until
she is 21 years old. The age at present Is 7 to
17 years. A Senate bill passed the House
making Lansing the headquarters of tho State
"Advisory board of Pardons."An office will
be kept in the city, and sessions of the
Board be held in rooms to be provided
by the Secretary of State. The Board will hold
two sessions annually,and may adjourn from
day to day, but no session shall be longer than
thirty days. It Is understood that Mr. Freeman, Chief Clerk In the Executive Office, will
become Clerk of this Board. The manner of
petitioning for a pardon has been materially
changed by this act, and provides for thirty
days publication in the paper in Detroit having

A

'

—Strawberriesare
quart at Bronson.

—The
Ward

march
the hill to
Yildiz without any certaintythat the ceremony will be held at this partiular mosque
after all. It often happens that of a sudden cavalry and infantry,visitors in cabs
and carriages,and sightseerson foot have
to make a stampede down hill and race off
to some other mosque a mile away. Yet, if
there is any danger for the Sultan’slife and
liberty, it can only be in his own palace,
and not in the streets. Wherever he goes
men bow before him in abject reverence.
He could ride through any part of the citj
without risk of harm, and if by mischance
some madman were to raise a voice against
him the insult would be instantly
avenged by any Mussulman standing near. Faith in the Sultan’s power
eighteen inches in height There are
NO REDUCTION OP RAILROAD PARES.
The House some days ago passed a 2- and justice is kept up among the people
two scales in the balance arm, one deby the privilege which the humblest
notes the weight and the total cost of cent-per-mile railroad bill, and it looked
folk enjoy of presenting petitions to his
then
as
though
the
Senate
might
do
the
the article weighed, the other the unit of
same, or at least pass one for 2$ cents, but Majesty. While the troops are being marprice, which is designated by a sliding
the matter was effectuallysettled on the shaled for the Selamlik, you may see a
weight From this sliding weight is 19th. Without waiting for the regular 2- small crowd of wretched-looking people of
suspended the scoop or slab to contain cent bill to come up, Senator Sharp both sexes with petitionsin their hands,
the article to be weighed. By this sought
incorporate
pro- who are being ranged by a court officialin
scale the total cost of an article at any visionsof that bill (2 cents) into a bill for a conspicuous position on the road which
the Sultan has to pass. Flourishesof
point is given immediately upon weigh- the Detroit Tunnel. Senators Deyo,
Westgate, Seymour, Honhaw, Moon, trumpets announce his Majesty’s coming;
ing it
thousands of soldiers in fez, caftan, and
Portland cement is an artificial Palmer, and Giddings spoke against turban— black troops from Nubia and
the crippling of all and the wiping out
product, chemicallyproportionedby of
the newer ronos
roads just oum
built or brown-faced soldiers from Thrace— pre— :—
----- , .
ui severalof
ui me
the proper selectionof the materials being built by any reduction in their earn- sent arms and raise guttural cheers; about
entering into its composition. These, ings, while Senators Sharp, Mayo, Gor- ( a hundred field marshals, generals, and
whether chalk or clay, as in England, man, and Holbrook spoke for the reduc * staff officers, blazing with stars
marl or clay, as in Germany, or hy- tion. * The proposed reductionwas then and walking eight abreast, precede his
Majesty’s carriage,and then the Sultan
draulic limestones,as in this country, defeated, the vote being:
himself is seen for just a few seconds.
Yeas—
Messrs.
Edwards,
Gorman,
Harare, in every case, reduced to the finest
Though it may be a beautiful autumnal
powder by either wet or dry grinding, shaw, Holbrook,Mayo, O’Rielly, Bairden, day, neither cold nor hot, he sits either in
Sharp, and Wisner— 9.
and this powder moistened merely in
Nays— Messrs. J. W. Babcock, W. S. a brougham or in an open carriage with
the dry process, or in the form of paste Babcock, Barringer,Barton, Campbell, the hood up. If there be visitors of disin the wet process, becomes practically, Crosby, Deyo, Fox, Giddings, Howell, tinction in the corps de garde he leans foreither by drying in large tanks or by Hubbell, Lalng, Moon, Palmer, Post, Pot- ward for an instant and makes a sign of
being molded into bricks, eggs, or ter, Roof, Seymour, Westgate, and Willits the hand. Again he is seen for half a
minute as he descends from his carriage
other forms, a new stone, in which all —21.
and mounts the steps of the mosque,
A
proposition
made
by
Senator
Roof
the elements are brought into close
where he turns round and salutes the
obliging
the sale of 1,000- mile tickets at $20,
contact and are in perfect chemical
whole crowd by lifting his two fingers to
and 500-mile ones at $10^ was then lost.
proportion. This artificially-made new
his fez. Meanwhile an aid-de-camp has
Yeas, 12; nays, 18.
stone, burnt, os it is, at high heat in
The two-cent bill passed by the House run forward to collect all the petitions,
close kilns, has every element chem- was then taken from the table and its fur- which are placed in one of the imically active, and the clinker represents ther consideration indefinitelypostponed perial carriages, and it seems that
practically,when properly propor- (yeas, 18; nays, 12); so that all attempts to these petitions ore always read, and that
many of them are granted to the full La a
tioned chemically,a composition of bi- lower the passenger rates in this State are
high-handed,
lordly, capricious way, which
basic silicateof lime and aluminate of at an end for this session.
makes the dispensation of imperial grace
“FREE
BALLOT
AND
FAIR
COUNT.”
lime. This ground clinker is the Portsomethinglike the drawing of a prize in a
The Grinnell purity of election bill, so
land cement of commerce, a fixed unimuch petitioned for, was passed by the lottery. However, every case of lavish
form product, sold under a warranty of
bounty or of wrong redressed (and there
House on the 8th— yeas, 57; nays, 32, The
are some such cases every week) strikes
its strength and fineness,and dependprovisions of the bill require all ballots to
ing upon the controllable elements of contain the names of all candidates, with ueep on popular imagination and serves in
skillful manufacturefor its character thenair^of the office for which they are a clumsy fashion to keep officialextortioners and bullies in order. One hears of
and uniformity.
candidates, with room for checking off the
pashas dismissed throagh the petition of
names of those the voter desires to vote
old women who have tramped to Yildiz
for, which he must do in a small room,
He Answered the Advertisement,
from the most distant villages of Arabia.
separate and apart from the electioneering
There is a good story about an old and bulldozing of the candidates or their These things are not fiction; and, in all
gentleman who had been accustomed friends. State and constitutional-amend- that relates to the sudden setting-up or the
sudden setting-down of placemen,the rule
to go to Europe every year with an old ment tickets must be on white paper,
of Abdul Hamid differslittle from Ihnt of
county
tickets
on
blue,
and
township,
ward
crony as a traveling companion. One
Haroun-al-Raschid.
year his friend died and was accordingly and city tickets on red. If the provisions
and
machinery
of
the bill are not too comunable to come. The old gentleman,
INTERSTATE COMMERCE.
plicated. the bill will (if passed by the Senafter much thought, inserted an adverate) work much good toward purifying the
tisement asking any one who wished to electionsof our State.
Some of the Ways In Which the Law Afgo to Europe under pleasant auspices
fects Travel.
HIGH LICENBE VB. LOW.
to apply to him, and giving his address.
All persons except ministers of the gosThe Bates high license liquor t«x bill

%
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proposed new building in such a way as to
lead to the opinion that he favored the
granting of the appropiation for the pur-

to

vm

journey. That

the largest oiroulatton In the State of the notice
of application for a pardon, and this notice
shall be sworn to and certifiedby the publisher,
and shall form part of the papers in applica-

tions. The application papers shall be
served on the Clerk of the Advisory Board
at least thirty days before Its meeting.
A large jramber of bills passed the House,
among them Senate bills as follows: Providing
for the organization of corporations
for buying,
Bolling,and breeding cattle,sheep, and horses ;
providing for completing and furnishingthe
attics of the Northern Asylum for the Insane,
at TraverseCity, an A appropriating118,50) for
building a new cottage; to authorize the Erie
and Kalamazoo Railroad Company to change
the line of road between Palmyra Junotionand
Adrian : a bill reorganizingthe military forces
of tho State ; one to punish and prevent offenses against chastity, morality, and decency;
several stenographerbills, and two swamp-land
bills.

Thk Senate spent the entire day in committee of the whole on the liquor tax bill on the
16th, and amended it in various ways, the most
importantamendments being one permitting
dealersto secure sureties anywhere In the
township instead of the village ; giving the
County Treasurer1 per cent, of the tax for collection instead of $5 only, affecting counties
with large cities in them and lowering the tax
from 1500 to $300, which is the figure at present
One of the most radical changes from present
school laws was made by the passage of the
Senate bill by tho House amending sundry
sections of the law relating to the examination
of teachersand superintendents of schools, and
the duties of Township Clerk and County Clerk
concerningschool rates. It provides that the
the County Board of School Examiners, which
is decreasedto two members, elected by township Chairman of School Inspectors,with

tho Judge of

Probate, shall select
a Secretary who, ehall act in the general capacity as inspector of the schools of the county,
having duties very similar to those of the
County SuperintendentIn many States. The
examiners may select a Secretary who Is not a
resident of the State. The Secretary shall be
an ex-offlelo member of the County Board, and
Its executive officer. He shall visit all schools
in the county at least once each year. The
Secretaryshall receive such compensation as
the County Board of Supervisors shall de-

$8,000, was carried Saturday, only nine
votes being cast against it

—Coldwater now has three papers with
an aggregate circulationof over five thousand, and yet it is rumored that some one
has threatened to start another.

—Richard

Stoffens,of Clinton, has re-

$101 and pooketbook
which he dropped into the mill-flume the
other day, and which went through the
covered $41 of the

water-wheel.
— Wra. T. Lanphere died suddenly at
Jackson of heart disease. He and his wife

had moved to Jackson from Three Rivers
less than a month ago. The remains will
be taken to the latter place for burial.

—Tuesday afternoon

Sheriff Kinney arJ

rested William Lossing, of Adrian, while
passing counterfeit

money at

Coldwater.

Loosing had a large amount of the “queer*
3U his person.

He

is said

to

an old

offender.

—Fire broke out in Meyerhnber’sphotograph gallery,over Kenzel's confectionery

Adrian. It was confined to the
room of the gallery. Considerable

•tore, at

rear

damage was done by water to the building.
The loss is fully covered by insurance.

—Two
ing

in a

lonh married

men

were indulg-

knock-down argument, when

better half of one threw a pail
the contestants which

the

of water on

brought the quarrel

end. The water scheme has
been worked successfullybefore on doge.
to a speedy

—The

Board of Insneotors of the State
at Jackson,

Prison, at the monthly meeting

awarded the contract to Mr.

Elliott to sink

»n artesian well inside the prison walls. It
will be located near

the engine house and
be 300

work will begin Saturday. It will
feet

deep and ten inches

in

diameter. The

contract price is $750.

—It

is currently reported

in Ann Arbor

that Private Secretary Campbell’s animosity toward the University dates from a
ducking he received while a member of the
Ypsilanti Normal School. He, in oommon
termine, but It shall not be less than with a number of bis classmates, came up
$300 for each organized district in the county, nor more than $1,60J. The Secretary to Ann Arbor one nignt and made themmay be removed for immorality,inoompetency,
or neglect of duty by the same officers who selves obnoxious to the collegeboys, who
electedhim, and In case of a vacancy a new quietlygave him a cold water bath.
selectionla made by the two examiners acting
with the Probate Judge. It is a very radlou
—Michael Morris, his wife Genevieve t
change, and affects all the State except districts under specialIncorporations
and incorporated cities before organized. Representative W. A. Baker introduceda joint resolution
in the House asking the Governor to communicate with President Clevelandprotesting
against the restoration of the captured rebel
battle-flags. It was adopted without dissent
A similar resolution was adopted in the Sen-

and hie

John Fetterman,
and
forgery. A relative nmned Brennan had
been murdered and deeds to his form
father-in-law,

were arraigned in Bad Axe for murder

forged. Fetterman pleaded not

guilty te

the charge of forgery. Morris pleaded
In the Senate, the Hoase bill to consolidate guilty and his wife pleaded not guilty.
the Bay Cities was passed on the 17th. The Mrs. Morris will be tried later. Morris was
Bates high licensebill passed in a form so
lentenced to the State Prison for life.
amended as to divest it of much of its stringency. The tax for retailers alone was placed
—Mrs. Joel Kellogg, a highly esteemed
at $300. It was made a m sdemeanor, however,
tor any person to bo found in a saloon on Sun- 'ady of Plymouth, in attempting to drive
day or after hours, aud the party was subject
9ut of the yard of her son, Luther Kellogg,
to arrest withoutprocess.The Senate also had
under consideration the House State constabu- collided with the post, throwing her out
lary bill. The salary of Marshal was
reduced to $1,000, and the number of and badly crushing her between the wheel
deputies limited to thirty-two.The and the post before the frightened horse
county was exempted from the provis-----ions of tho
----------bill on the ------motion of Senator Hub- could be quieted so that she could be exate.

i
Tr«o

T™

Mil

ribs were broken, com-

Hef

Blon
inn was reached. The
'tg. bill passed to
« authorize plicated with contusion of the spine.
the township of Flushing,Geueseo County, to
borrow money ou bonds to construct a railroad limbs, from the hips down, are completely
from that village to Flint, and a joint resolu- paralyzed, and little hopes arc entertained
tion authorizing tho Board of Htete Auditors
to settle the claim of the Northwestern Manu- !>f her recovery.
facturing Company for damages sustained by
McVicke, Deputy Colleeforof Inthe passage of the buttorinoact. The hoase
killed the bill authorizingthe appointment
iernal Revenue for the Upper Peninsulaof

—Dan

df a State Boiler Inspector. In the
House the vetoed university appropria- Michigan,
tion bill

was mode

a

special . order

for 3 p. m. June ‘^1. A bill was passed to detach the County of Gladwin from the Twentvflrst and attach it to the Eighteenth Judicial
Circuit.The House discussedId committee of
the whole Mr. Bates' bill to provide for registering mortgages In separate books. All after
tho enacting clause was strickenout, but the

__

is shipping1,000 tons of gon~
from the qnarry near Ishpeming^
principally to St. Louii. Ganis'er is w
mineral rarely found, and brings a good

inter each

price. Among the minerals found- lately
near there which are marketable and- are

House subsoqueutly
__beeq
refused to concur,
and the bill was placed on order of found in yufficieni quantity for mitring ore
third reading. This olll Is the ground silver, laid, manganese,sulphate of baryta,
work for placing mortg
______ In _____
mortgages
sight

_

taxation.The
___ Tindall
__ _ __ .....
w .vuuvv
bill to
redace railroad fares has been so amended as to be a copy
of tiie Manly 2-cent bill, defeated on attempting to mark out tho enacting clause ; it failed
and was tabled. Other bills passed : To amend
the law In relation to railroadfences; to profor

vide for the regulation and governmentof the
House of Correctionat Marquette ; to amend
on sot relative to a stenographer in the Fifth
Judicial Circuit Adjourned to the 2Jtb.

graphite,mica. etc. Several of these deposits will probably be worked in

a

short

time. Fifty of the sixty-three chemical
elements are found in Nortbern Michigan*

—Within two weeks after Lake Linden
was burned the generous people of the

The Senate only was in session on the 18tfai country bad contributed $40,000 toward
and the main measure passed was a resolution providing shelter, clothing and food foi
providing for final adjournment on June 29 and the destitute. Detroit raised $10,000, Chidoing no businessafter tho 24th. There wens cago $5,000, and Milwaukee, Marquette
but three nays recorded ou the vote— Messrs.
Campbell, Root and J. W. Babcock. The bill and other cities raised large sums. One
to amen<* the laws of 1883 relative to English banking-house sent a check for
the Detroit House of Correction,allowing
life convicts from other States to be received,
$100. Alexander Agassiz gave $«,000,
was lost, as was also the vote to reconsider
the title and enacting clause of the House bill The most argent needs of the homeless
to provide for registration of physiciansand to
people have been supplied. The new
prevent "quackery,"which was recently killed
in the Senate. The Senate passed bills os fol- imelting works at Lake Linden started up
lows : House bill forfeiting all uncertified lands
this month, furnishing employment to 200
of the Marquette, Houghton and Ontonagon
Railroad; House bill establishing a for- men. The work of rebuildingthe burned
estry commission; Senate bill allowing
Detroit Aldermen a salary ot $500 each; city will give work to a great many more,
Hoase bill to amend an act relative to water and the itamp mills of the Calumet
supplies of Detroit, snd completion of Detroit
Water-Works;House bill giving Boards of Hecla and Osceola mines will provide emAldermen certain power*- in inspectingthe ployment for others. About $360,000 inelection of its own members ; and Senate bill
surance money has already been paid by

&

the adjusters.
“pi" ”*'“***“

movement*

__

______

The Tamarack and Osceola

copper companies have begun
_

_____

___

work

on 'a

___

the bill recently passed making farther appro- $1,000,000 smelting establishment at Dolpriation for the Michigan Soldiers’Ham*.
lar Bay. to be ready for work in a yoer.

itm

those of any other debating society. It

is

not the object of this organizationto set

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

aside the English language, but rather to

Editor.

drill its

Saturday, June

1887.

25,

they
Continued from first page.)

(

members in the more

and fluent use

their

of the

Dutch,

accurate

wisest.” The pulpit and tempor-

tests are

ary platforms which bad been erected
upon either side, were a mass of cut
flowers, potted plants, trailing vines, and

in order (bat

evergreens. Shortly before eight o’clock
use the presidentand faculty, council and
mother tongue with some degree of students, marched slowly up the aisles,

may

in after years be

enabled

to

•reeled his remarks more particularly to proficiency.The programme on Monday the former taking their seats upon the
the graduating class of 1887 extending evening was carried on entirely in the platform, and the latter in the front tier of

Holland language. Rev. R. Joldersma, seats. First on the programme came a
Grand Rapids, Mich., opened the meet- violin solo, by Mr. F. W. Lawson, of
them to go forth with the feeling that God ing with prayer. Then followed an Grand Rapids, alter which Rev. Dr.
. has given them the ability and oppor* address by Prof. C. Doesburg, In which Mandeville, of New York, offered an inhe related the circumstancesunder which vocation. Miss Emma Kollen, of Overlsel,
. tunity and they ought to Improve it.
the ‘besfrof wishes

*

'
.

of the College and

ita

faculty to the members, and appealingto

•

>

•

of

the club had originated.

RHETORICALEXERCISES.

He

also spoke

about the object of the organization,

An afternoon of commencement wqek gave a kind of

who had

am

been honored with the Latin

salutatory,was the

bird’s-eye-view of the

first

.1

one of the gradu-

introduced. While the subject matter

ates

which the public takes the most general Dutch literature. Next followed orations,
of her salutatory was understood by only
interest is the closing rhetorical exercises declamations, a dialogue, and an address
a very small portion ol those in the audiof the Grammar 1 School department o by Rev. Henry E. Dosker. There were
In

1

ence, she

Hope

commanded the

closestattention

College. These exercises, held in also several choice selectionsof music, alL
throughout. Her manner was easy, her
the'Cbspelon Monday afternoon, were o in the Holland language, and were excelpronunciationclear and distinct. Miss
more especial interestthis year from the lently rendered. Miss Kittle Doesburg
Carry Coye, of Grand Rapids, then
fact that the graduating class numberec presided at the piano. The meeting was
favored the audience with a vocal solo,
twenty-two the largest ever turned out closed by sinning the Dutch national
entitled, “When the Heart la Young.”
from this department. It includes a mem hymn| in which all heartily joined, after
Then came the philosophical oration by
• bership of nine from home while the re- which the large audience dispersed, well
Albertus Pieters; subject, “a Law of our
maining thirteen were from abroad. The pleased with the evening’s entertainment.
Eliitenc*.” Mr. Plelera handled his sub- 1 f{reng^° ‘“J whole«omene.|AMore wonomlca!
class besides boasting of its number has
ALUMNI EXERCISES.
ect right cleverly. We would like lo I Xemioo wi^hem^tlrelSTow reV^hor”
gained the credit of averaging exceedingly
On Tuesday evening the Chapel was
well in studies. Another noticeable peculcomfortably well filled with those who
iarity was that as between the sexes there
came to listen to the annual Alumni exer- would have to give all, and want of space
-THE
was almost an equal division,as will be
cises. There were present many of the will not permit it. Paul R. Coster showed
seen by looking over the names on the
members of the alumni, and the gradua- conclusively that he had given much time
program. Much pains had been taken in
I
ting classes were well represented.Rev. aod careful preparation to his oration on
decorating, the Chapel for the occasion
lenry E. Dosker president of the Alumni ’Immigration,” and his delivery was
IS THE ONE TO BUY?
and it certainly presented a very attractive
Association presided, and the programme very satisfactory.“Chords and Disappearance.The rear of the platform
Because It is the only machine In the
For the next
was opened with a piano solo by Miss chorda” was the subject of Mr. Charles N.
market which can be adjusted in a
was very tastily hung with blue and white
faka Boone, after which an invocation ' 'hew’s oration. Although it was somemoment to cut grass from one to twelve
bunting. On a light blue background In
Inches high.
was pronounced by the Rev. A. P. Peeke, wuai
what leogioy
lengthy ne
he brought
nrougni out much that I
“**“•
the very center, was a ladder composed of
of Centrevilie,Mich. Next hi order came was interesting,original,and instructive,
i
They
are made with double gear, giving
flowers and evergreens, between the rungs
ie “The Blue Bells of Scotland”, renderec
Uulqu,
,u IU character wa, ,he aub
*
Can
1)6
follnd
111 the
of which were the letters A B C D desig>y a male quartette,composed of Messrs.
that Miss Cornelia Cappon selected for building, opposite Van
the mower ,8 °r
quality,
nating the diflerentclasses in the departCome and examine it before you buy
ment/ Pendant from the ceiling and )eVries, Peeke, Nykerk and Soulen. her essay, “Cobwebs,”and well, did she
' 'his selection was very enthusiastically show to what extent they existed in this Bros* slloe Store, and Wlll| sell anJ olheroverhangingthe front of the platform was
received, as were also several other numthe class motto: “Haec OUm Mminiue
I *" e»«>- “
bers sandwiched In by the same quartette
Juvabit” the literal translation of which
during the evening. Rev. Arne Vennema, selected by Samuel M. Zwemer, and in it
is, “Hereafter it will be pleasant to re-
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alumni, then deliveredthe oration
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this stage in the

“The
Man.” He

good taste. Long before the hour set for
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Proper Study of Mankind, if
uio uiomuerB 01 me ”A" class, also the
---- ---handled hia theme in so comprehensive degrees of A. B. upon the members of the complete
stock
room and galleries were crowded to their
and intelligenta way that It waa a genuine graduating class and A. M. in course .
fullest capacity,and many were comtreat to his fellow alumni, ai well as to upon the class of 1884. He concluded
possession of
pelled to either stand upon the outside or
all others who had the pleasure of listenreturn to their homes. Below we reprint
ing to it. Miss Gertrude Alcott, of the the College,
t0 be built 011 tbe
the programme as presented:
the opening of the exercises the audience

new

my

iu of Eighth and

class of 1883, followed with a solo, en-

future. He expressed
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titled, “Sing, Smile, Slumber’’ which re-

growth

Ohorue— When the Light of Memory, E. R. Latta

ceived warm applause. The graduating growth of Holland,and he hoped that the
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Nations and Humanity,
Dirk P. Plum an.

. >’Ma]aria-'tlsplalnlrseeo,n
John Nordhuis.
Wklitling in Heaven,

Chorus—Twllieht on the
The Death of Lincoln,

Bea,

Mamie Thompson.
Sudds.
Gilbert G. Haan.

Gcrrit H. Albers.
“It’s my turn now," (Dialogue.)
Daniel G. Cook and Henry A. Meengs.
Plano Solo-Bells of

Shandon,

Sudds.

Sarah Lilian Jones.

Borrow for the Dead,
Samuel Simpson.
The Sober

liat,

Sarah Cappon.

Mein Katrine’s BrudderHans,

He

J.

Sailing,(Dialogue.)

Wog,"

Dykema and John

Ktaas J.

Boer.

.Trio-”MyPolly
Hiller.
Harriet Hanson, Minnie Cappon, Sarah
Lilian Jones. • .
The Old Musket,

John Sietsema.
The Class of ’ST-Retrospectire and Prospective,
(Essay.)

Adrian J. Pieters.

Albert Sidney Johnston,

Solo— Rath and Naomi,
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Samantha at Saratoga!
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dressing,pug dogs, etc. , in her Inimitable mirthprovoking style. The book Is profueelviUmtraled
by Ofmb the renowned artist of Puck. Will sell
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At the conclusion of the song came the
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Grammar and

the schools

Shout a about, sons of Hope, like a bugle-blast
‘‘Alma Mater eemptternasit,"
Sing, in Jolly collece-lays
Of our golden colfeje-days
And the merry life of the past.

SOO

ro«a«nu," orer

^ElEingkbI

by being OnealwaysattheStableofH.
Boone, Holland,
College
•
present in force. Tbe little folks were Tbe otlier 0Q Konda78 at East Sangatock, at G
1I-0P-E- Yam- Rah- Rah-Rah- Hope."
happy aod joyous over the coming vaca- ^ BrInk,*‘ at Fillmore Center, at H. J.
Toasts were then called for and among tlon end their cheery faces were a pleas- al0”Plre“''p,“'i
" Draithe- tH'
.... . . .
/ ,
Bakker a place; Thursday afternoonsand Friday
those who responded were, Dr. Chas. ant sight to look upon. Ihose takipg forenoons at Zeeland^atVan Eenenaam’s place;

Moored by

usual interest in the exercises

,

MunrrAOTVBSD
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William Moerdyke, and Rev. part showed careful training in all the Fridv evenings and Saturday forenoons! at North
iatt Kolyn. These toasu were respect- exercises, and the music of their voices H°Haild, al Wabeke’s farm,
Gerrit H.Veldhnis. vely, “Hope College and Western Mich- especially, blended harmoniously
Boone & HELLENTHAL.

Sarah Lilian Jones.
Sockery Kadakut’sKat,

witw

by Prof. G. C. Shepard. The most spirited

.

:

Henry J. Luldens.

Market

new

the

by Miss Coye and Mr. Lawson, and a solo

|

,,
cl°«ely from the family circle and by a mailer
song can be gained from one of the verses in an me exercises were very satisfactory, hand eneaged in a "Labor of Love." Richly

Jackson. Cbobus:—

Class Poem,

~

and original way and altogether pleasing effort of the even0. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 28, 1887.
in which he presented them, caused ng was the valedictory, by Mr. H. V. S.
much merriment. The Alumni song of Peeke, which concluded the nrofremme. 5000 AgHtl WaitEj! DOllle QlllCt!‘ tO Sell
1887, composed by Rev. H. E. Dosker, The floral tributesto the graduates partlci- inr UnU/lDIVC
was then sung by the quartette,the chorus patiog were numerous and handsome, nUllAnU O
being joined in with considerable spirit and a number of them weie remembered LIFE
________ by the audience.- A fair idea ol the in a more substantialWar. Takine it
lhe p08* valuablebecause coming ao

Song,

John

^

KANTERS 4 SONS.

aration, and the droll

Henry J. Luldens. and chorus gWen below:
Blumenthal.
Old Hope! Thy eons around thee standing,
Worried about Katherina, (Dialogue.)
Now.raiee thy banner high above.
To thee a aong they Bing,
H Kollj“,eDabbiDk,JenDleNJrkerk'Magdalena
To thee a tribute bring,
A tributeof praise and of love.
Deathbed of Benedict Arnold,
Chorus-Laughing

would keep pace with

was then welcomed to the citizens would put forth their utmost enAlumni Association,with a few well deavors to that end. Interspersed among
chosen and encouraging words by its tbe orations and essays above mentioned
president, Rev. H. E. Dosker. One of were vocal and instrumentalselection*,
the most taking features of the pro- Including a piano solo, by Miss Anna J.
gramme were the chroniclesby the Rev. Ward, a soprano solo and violin obligato,

Fannie A. Steffens. displayed considerable wit in their pr<*pA Deserter,

that in

class of 1887

J. P. De Jong, of the class of 1880.
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of Kalamazoo,one of Hope’s favorite the writer developedconsiderable literary

In other respects

! Superior lawn Hover

Topllff.

Minnie Cappon.

Jcott, Pev.

with

gan,” “Hope College and theJAlumni,” pleasure

of the
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HIGH SCHOOL.
and “Our College Days.” The responses
GRAHAM & MORTON TRANSPORAnna Mary Broek. were all of an informal nature. At the
That the interestin our High School is
Kentucky Philosophy,
conclusion Rev. Peter Moerdyke, of Grand constantly Increasing among the people of
TATION COMPANY.
Jorry Winter.
Oration and Valedlctory-TheForge is still Glow- Rapids, made a warm appeal In behalf of Holland was thoroughly evinced last
ing, tho Anvil stillRinging,
the new College paper, The Anchor, the Thursday night by the great crowd which
Line
John M. Van der Menlen.
first number of which has just been issued. filled Lyceum Opera House to overflowChorns-Our Hearts are
Heath
It will be issued monthly, and tbe edi- —
ing
the --claas of ’87.
Long before
• to
- ogreet
-----w.. ajwu6
uciurv
BETWEEN
On account of the length and nature of torial work will be in the hands of the the hour appointedthe sidewalkin front Bfinlfln BmIm, St, JflSATjk ini Chlfi&ffOi
the programme want of apace will not studenU. The exercises as a whole were of the building was filled with people
*
enable ui to enter into detaili or make any pronounced tbe most interesting held by soon appropriatedevery available seat
gan f0pe °r
extendedpersonal mention, regardless of tbe Alumni for a number of years. On the instant the doors were thrown
A_
the fact that many are so deserving of it. the following morning, June 22nd, a buswhile meny who were leu fortun.le occu- Will leave Benton Harbor delly, except
The Rev. John Van Der Meulen opened iness meeting was held in the college pled every niche of standing room and Saturdays,at 8 o’clock p. m., and St
with prayer after which the programme chapel, where was shown a devotedness many others were not able to crowd their Joseph at 9:80 p, ra. Returningwill
was proceeded with without interruption to the college and a determinationto give way in. That the decorations were very leave Chicago, J. H. Graham & Co’s,
dock, 46 River street, “foot of .Wabash
andin the order as given above. Suffice her all the support possible.
tasty and beautiful was the unanimous Avo.,” dally at 9 o’clock a. m., excepting
to saj that each and every one acquitted
GENERAL COMMENCEMENT.
opinion. Never before have we seen the Saturdaysand Sundays. Saturday’s boat
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An Unnamed Hero,

Light,

I
who

cc

uve

Daily Steamboat

.

HAVANA FILLED

atP

IT « „

open,

m.

him or herself not only to the satisfaction

Price 5 Cents.

PpffflC^ATOPC
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Good connections
Hope College programme for the week Opera House present as fine an appearance. leaves at 11:80 p.
of the spectators,but also to the credit of
waa concluded with the twenty-second Suspended from the top of the alcove in are made at Benton Harbor and by
taking this route a saving of $1.90 in fare
the department and its corps of instruc- annutl commencement exercises, which front of tbe stage and along tbe sides was
is made on each ticket to or from Chicago.
tors. The impersonationsmany of them were held in the Third Church, on a delicate pink drapery with a border of No charge at Benton Harbor tor transferwere exceptionallycreditable, and the Wednesday eyening. This year the class white which gave a fine effect. Above log baggage. Buy your R. R. tickets to
vocal and instrumental selections were was composed of seven members, two this upon a background of evergreenwas Benton Harbor and try this route.
J. K
J. H. GRAHAM,
pleasing features.The graduates received ladies and five gentlemen,about tbe averthe motto of the class, “This Ends our
Sec’y and
Prest.
THE LEONARD
flowers iu profusion and the ladies were age size of the classes that have been
First Lesson,” in large white letters,
Cleanablk, with Movable Flues, Solid Ash,
frequently complimented as to their neat- graduated from tbe College iu the past. while on either side were the figures 1884
Carved and Ornament-

MORTON,

Treas.

’ness

and good taste in dress, and their Much time had been spent in decorating -1887 arranged in the same way. Wreaths
and graceful bearing upon tho tho Church edifice for the occasion, and it of evergreen hung along the sides of the

lady-like
plktform.

certainlypresented a very neat appearance. class and were placed across the front of

"ULFILAS CLUB.”

On Monday
“UJfllaa

Club”

These decorations, while not what you the stagb and filled with water lilies,
evening, June 21st, the might call elaborate, were in exceedingly while upon the right of the stage and at
celebrated ita first anni-

versary, This club was organized a

good taste ana were favorablyspoken of the rear were pyramids of beautiful plants

and flowers. Promptly at eight o’clock
very taking letters the class accompaniedby their teachers,
All its exercises are conducted iu the Hol- was the class motto: "PoeleriDieetateeand the Board of Education, took their
land language, and are very much like eunt upientmmi,"meaning, “after days
(Continued on fifth page?) ~
over a year

ago by

little
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securely wrapped, to any address In the Uniled
States for three months bn receipt of

ONE DOLLAR.

by ail. Over the pulpit alcove on a plain

Prof. C. Doesburg. background but in

Five Walls in all. _____
Iron Shelves and AirTight Locks. Great variety. For families, grocers
and hotel* Pricas low.
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^nWften,

htuUng 87* yiwU oifgravel «63c.
*nTfle°B«rRi hauling 5 y»rda of gravel
work for fire deMnaic.— Response. (Anher) 2nd Certificated
Class.
ordeNi6 m nr? ®®l^°hu Krulgenga, paid two poor
Essay .-The Valley of the Nile. Saddle G. Clark.
Mnslc.— Gloria.

High School.

IS*

Invocation.

Essay.—

JL

Produce, Etc.

I?®

,V

Furniture.

MEkteda5RSy'oERt/,°M Bealers In

Electricity. Cyrus M. Rose.

Selection.

Music.—
Prof. Shepard.
Essay.-The
Ida DeBoer.
Essay.—“Simon says Thumbs Up.”

'SmnSrnrJ
and haTin* ®xl«ufied
4
lh® *mount of twelve dollara.-

Myra A. McCance.

1887,

.-Why

Orals,

t0

Music.— Alpine Song. (Prana Abt.)

Not?

Diplomas. Supt.

Etc.

n^’

Bummer.
arrangementsH. B. M, Association.

CIKirof^PnL^ke;’ proprlelor* m‘ua-

__

Pearl Barley, y 100 lbs. 16 00*

oomlanDic»tton

bo noticed thtt the music was
Aid. Kulte moved that the city of Holland
entirely furnished by the schools, and the
^a?d.rad dollarstoward celebrating the
mapner in which it was rendered was a fmmWDe of
J.a,7- 1887. the money to be paid to
It will

elation!W 0f

credit to both the schools and their in-
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Egypt the land of Pharaoh, of catacombs, none.
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Hotela.

Olive.
Fill-

AVAnX *>ca-..at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 5, Feb. 2, March 0 Anril h

“The Alchemist,"by Miss Ida De Boer,
was the next subject. Alchemy was the

p.m. p.m.

Commissioner Barlow was In this part of town
David Bears rejoicesIn the possessionof a nice
basis of modern chemistry. The alchemist girl baby. It came to town last Wednesday
contracts for the Improving of our roads

Holland .............. 305 900
Zeeland..... ......... 818
Grana Rapids ........ 855 945

on

SUblea,'

97.*

No'

_

___

and of especial benefit to the common
people. We are sorry that our space is
too limited to give a more extended review of some of these essays. They were
all

his

ISS»Z«w«

sasirwws

but be that as it may the bull frogs In this

revolution, the results were far reaching vicinitydare croak aloud during

absence.

“H. A.”
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its results.

of gloom, for the

man’s a crank who slumbers in
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R,ock’ corner El*hth
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BaDday D|Rkt at 12:00 o’clock,

to

win

men

all

remind

us,

chumps behind us, and we’ll get there
just the same. In this world’s broad field
of battle, in the bivouac of

life, let

us

the dry bones rattle. Let us then

be up and doing, with a heart for any fate,
still achieving,still pursuing, booming
early, booming
zens

late.—^. ' Let our

remember this when

clti-

contributing for

who

has for sev-

eral years been the manager of the Michi-

gan Hedge

Co. 'a

making that
his headquarters. His numerous friends
here hope he may resume his residence
among us at some future date.— Benton
Harbor Palladium. Mr. B. at first intended to locate at our county seat, but on

A

__
_
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Bank.

Clothing,

Ai Thayer, of Bonrbon, Ind.
Rh^?AK’.n°thmy8®lr wl'® owe onr lives to
A^Kane* l/ODaamPt,onCare.” For tale by Yates

his

White Goods, Sateens and
Table Linens,
has boon received at

G. Van Putten

'

and many

Merchant Tailors.

BrUS8E

Bonding Work done. Eighth street.
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tore, corner Eighth and Fleh etreete.
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^

and Desirable Goods.

-aROCERIESis full

and complete and kept fresh
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•rd 8*lt Meats, and
hand. River street.

choice steaks always on

& Som

Our block of

Marble Works.

Commission Merchant.

New
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I

frequent invoices.
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It will positively
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VAN DKR VEER, First
* Ward
Meat Market. Choice meats alwavs
on hand. Eighth
near Fish. ^
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STORK. Kremer. 4

li.og,

G.

stroet,

VAN PU1TEN & SONS.

Hoiland.'Mich.,

May

5.
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Millinery.

THE

n^!,m,8era.bleby Indigestion, Con-

VA?n?Ei!wE1?£EiLco*’ ^finery
7; and Fancy Gooda. ^L8The *oldest
millinery
estebllshment in the city. Cor. Eighth and cSdw

»Dd D^>mMtlccigafgmPOr'C(l
‘“T1°*'

changed his mind, and choose

Holland City instead. We applaud

Cor/Ma

VA?REEVEN‘ { M. MttnufactnreBthebeBt
them5 cc^Mda“;:.'‘nnafll,edi 8raokc

Brugi and Medicines.
,JHh.e 5gAhQa®;

dealer In Farm imnle-

NYnthra8!JSt.“4

T)EA0H, W. H. Commlulon Merchant, and
“ GfSlllPl0UrMd PTOdaCO. -HlghCBt
The worst blood diseases are cured by n?rlrf^H
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
at

Hue of

V^ACiiy^rt^te^'^uh(^/r7J)roPr*etorH0^
Holland
White AeVstlto
^ mauu,flCturer8 of

Hone^nWtp^-tjSWr^111001,n,i 8hoe X^AN RAALTE, B.,

D. Suit, Druggist, Bippus, lud., testifies:'I can recommend Electric Bitiers
as the very best remedy. Every bottle
sold has given relief in every case. One __
man took six bottles, and was cured of
Rheumatism of 10 years’ standing."
Abraham Hare, druggist, Bellville, Ohio,
affirms: “The best selling medicine I
have ever handled in my 20 years* experience, is Electric Bitters."Thousands of
others have added their testimony, so that
the verdict is unanimous that Electric
Bitters do cure all diseases of the Liver,
Kidneys or Blood. Only a half dollar •

felt

full

Tub*

Haven

shortly with the intention of

a visit there

The Verdict Unanimous.

Ayer s Sarsaparilla. Ita effects are
business in thli section, ouce.

will move bis family to Grand

1887.

of and dealer In

a lAe£y T.#le8 & Kane’ of Holland, and
A. DeKruif, of Zeeland.

our Fourth of July celebration.

Mr. C. W. Bennett,

CHURCHILL SUUon Agent.
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we can

inmortal fame, let us leave the

make
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Lives of great

i

w. a.

No

town roll. But enjoyment

the old
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to

other blood medicine so utilizes the
bustling days of boom. Life is real, life results of scientificinquiry as Ayer’s Saris earnest, and the grave is not its goal, saparilla.

make
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ported. Such a medicine as the German
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their designers and executors. The gradqKrup cannot be too widely known. Ask auended
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uates acquitted themselves with credit, your druggist about it. Sample bottles
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Re I,?!
Aguiar size, 75
Boots and Shoes.
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of diplomas by SuperintendentHummer, in fact all throat and lung diseases.No
^''^ABro.,Proprietors,
the benedictionwas pronounced by the person can use it without immediate re«j,
G0,>,l,• Cn,KtimRev. Dr. Steffens which closed the pro- lief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of all Druggramme. On the whole these exercises gists to recommend it to the poor, dying VABake0rMo?n«?NV^MJ,T1hnleM,e>nd rstail
Kiphth
,0d ,WMt
were a decided success. The hall decora-
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Allegan .............. 9 05 500 11 25
Hamilton ............ 087 582 1115
.............. 0 47 540 12 80
.....
Holland ..............
1005 555 12 67
e«e* •

P0offli-c,’ft2KnSri
a£d
River sfreets.

Grand Rapids

Pure Batt^'n

|;ap!«?aariSE

ArtonishiugSuooeie.

well written and reflect much credit

tions were admirableand

a.m. p. m.

O. Bbituah, 8k'v.

apportioned Hot.l.P lUlt. 4»n.hi,.‘
Aw'11
Tuesday last. Several contracts were let
The oat crop of this vicinity,except on low
Zalghta of Labor.
Llwry tad Sal,
‘
ground, is a failure. Some hay has been cut
Cance introduced '‘Simon”in hia favorite which is very light on the upland. If the dry
munlcationarh juld be addressed U>
HA=S0f„dJ,IIJr.p^r,-r or H<|,•
role of “Simon says thumbs up," and weather conUnues harvesting of grain will comoral teaming done, cor. M«¥.t3 laraii,
Haeiioet
Lock
Box.
mence early.
Holland. Mich.
shows how the whole world follows suit
Ben Avery and wife had a narrow escape from
81. 8tabl.i
when his fickle namesake,fashion but being “stopped by the road-slde" on Saturday
K. 0. T. M.
takes the lead. “Why not?" We confess evening. The horse which they wore driving took n^i*.*»C7°iiTent’
meet* tn Odd Fellows
that alter hearing Miss Rena Doctor's ar- fright at the cars and startedto run and In this
TALISMAN, J., Wagon and C
emergency the rein broke and if Avery had not
CarriageMannfaogument upon the questionwe surrender
Also mannfaeleaped on the back of the horse and stopped him a
and are ready to give the ballot to the serious accident might have resulted.
rD.-sSi.^gsisjj.”"°“ ,pi,ii“uon'
W. A. Hollet, R. k
TTIGGIN8 * HANSON, Mannrsctar«r.ikladles. This essay could be read with
R. D. Bacon, after having a disagreementwith
profit possibly by some of our eloquent his step father,left here very suddenly. He has
legislators.Miss Maggie Post's essay, since sent for his effectsfrom Manistee. It Is
§ttjiittess f iwrtarij.
“The French Revolution”was well rumored that be is runninga boat and later it has
been intimated that the kind of boat of which he
written. Sho spoke of the causes which
Attorneysand Justices,
has charge is a skiff, and the cargo consistsof a
led to it, the catholic clergy were largely shot gun and perhaps a fish hook baited with red
flannel,

800

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

City Clerk.

Mrs. c. Verwey and children are visitingIn
more this week.

lotting

'

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

T. h A. X.

West

in.

Buffalo .......... 225 400
4 45
elc•, K,«hth Chicago ............. 5 15 0 40 •745

Van Ark, fl; nays;

GEO. H. SIPP,

p.m. atm. a.m.
Holland.. ..........10 20 1 15 12 10 4 45
Grand Jnnction ...... 1187 203 128 8 05
Bangor ...............
1157 2 17 147 920
Benton Harbor ...... 1 25 300 810 12 00
a.

Council adjourned.

bondage, and of Moses’ mighty miracles.

responsible for the bloody scenes of this

Taking Effectlunday,May 22, 1887.

New

Master Cyrus Rose gave some of the phe-

spends his life in refining, calcining,
and subliming the baser metals with a
view to producinggold. Miss Myra Mc-

Ohloago and West Michigan Railway.

M"r*1 oH-erbmad,

Htrdwt.

wJi^tMtf

street,

She spoke of the formation of the land of

etc.

arltJ *",i

VA2te0viRTpiinu’"Sir/ IS1Qeneral Beware; New

HoUand Business Men’s Ass™

structors. Miss Saddie Clark discussed

of pyramids,and of obelisks, of Israel's

A

No.M

some features of the “Valley of the Nile.”

nomena and wonders of

jail itoadn.

M.uur.clurt,,or

Benediction.

telegraph,telephone, electric light,

d#aJer Inraber,lath, shingles,
^h.h.n'dSr‘.uMCu Cl“ed Pl“l0r' Cor”cr

all

Flour Hille.

oV«Jwr.". to,

B

Essay.-The French Revolution. C. Margaret poet.
Muslc.-Hence Now Away. (Lecocq) High School.
Presentation of

Pud,

(WHOLES ALI.)
(Corrected every Friday by W.
Beach \
Buckwheat, 40c: Dran, |1 100 MSmTOc* Bariev

tArErJ;dfA?lwarranU.ordered ,Ma«d on the city
treasurerfor the several amounts as recommended.
By the clerk.

CertificatedClass.
Rena Docter.

_

MTAIL.

Alchemist.

Essay

Miscellaneous.

(wholesale.)
[OorrtcUdevery Friday by S. J. Barrington.)

Photographers.
When Baby was

sick,

US

WERKMAN

Have received a new

ws gave her Castoria,

line of attract h

choice.

Chas. N. Thew, of Hope College, Holland, spent a few days at

He

will graduate

home

week.

this

When she waa a Child, aha cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she dong to Castoria,
Whan aha had

Childran, aha gava than Caateria*

Y^8t^k^]v!^«V™»«v?rD*?1,t8 a,nd ‘wkMUere.
and RIvct atroeu!* h Bnd ““P1®1®* «* £1^th

from the law department

of that Institution next

Dry Goods and

Millinery Goods.
Which

Groceries.
Physicians.

Wednesday

legan Journal. This is the first time

we

were made acquaintedwith the fact that

Avoid the use of calomel for bilious
complaints. Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, entirely vegetable, have been tested forty
List of letters remaining in the post- years, and are acknowledgedto be the
best remedy for torpidity of the liver, cos- D%J.0u°;dVp.%1,“. S 8ahr
office at Holland, Mich., June 28, 1887:
tiveness, and indigestion.
street opp. Union School building? '
Frank Swift. Geo. W. Cosley, Lester
Why will yon cong1-h when Shiloh’s Cure will
House, H. H. Munroe, Mrs. C. T. Kive,

Hope

We

have the

latest styles of

College had a law department.

Samuel Gartlay, Mrs. Loretha Chaffee.
J. G.

Van Putten,

P.

give immediate roller
it,
J| For sale by Yates&

For^S^

Km10**-' 80
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Hats, Bonnets, et
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h

TITfiTMURE, J. D., Homeopathic Physician
Ha80!*000- OfficeHonrs: 10.S0a.rn.to

aiwaye on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.

12 m., 2.80 to 4 p. m., and 7.80 to 9 p. m
In rooms over Nows Office.

M.

.

Office:

for

Fofficial.]
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^ioTS“d»”bVllbTM^wl*r'“,lon“d
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Special Bargain

Saloons.

Excitement in Tex&s.

Counoil,

Hollahd, Mich., Jane 21, 1887.

D'

Mmi1'

Reading of the minutessuspended.

Great excitementhas bfien caused in the
vicinity of Paris, Tex., by the remarkable
recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who waa so
helplesshe could not turn In bed or raise
his head; everybody said he was dying of
Consumption.A trial botde of Dr. King’s

Discoverywas sent him. Finding
bought a large bottle and a box
of Dr. King’s New Life Pills; by the time
he had taken two boxes of Pills and two
American Independence.
bottles of the Discovery, he was well and
Aid. Kramer moved that the commnnication be had gained in flesh thirty-six pounds.
accepted.— Lost.
Trial Bottles of this Great Discoveryfor
The following bills were presented for payment, Consumption free at Yates & Kane, Holviz; For labor on Sixth street, J. Klassen! 10 days, land, and A. De Kruif, Zeeland.
1

are being sold at astoniihlngl
low prices.

A,<S®?aDlcaSon^a8received from the Hoi-

D

U

LOM.

C., proprietor of the “ Rose Bnd Saloon”
and dealer In liquorsand cigars. River street

MOWN,
iJ

XTAN DER HAAR, H„

genersl dealer in floe
Groceries, etc. Oysters in season. . Eighth

otreot.
V

*

*

^7*

••

P., dealer in liquors and cigars of ail

Ribbons, Gauzes, Silk

kinds. Liirhth Btreet near River.

H „

AND VELVETS

UNT

R. A., dealer in Wlnoe, Llqoors,and
..
c,ffara.-._$a,oon,nrirBtWar<,» three doors

east of City
Jltj

and

all in the

new shades ond colors

Hall.

New

relief, be

Second Hand Store.
Csps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
T)

OSMAN, A.

B., proprietor of Second Hand

Eighth street d^Cr in

8t°VC8’

Watches and Jewelry.

Call and See

Our Good

c,c-

Stamping Done to
' MISSES

|

Holland, Mich., June 20,

Order,.

•

'
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TWO PICTURES.

matter has ever been mentioned between
ns; but I know that if I had followed any
other course than I did pursue, I would
hatebeen just as wretched as you are to-

BT EYKLYN KIMBALL J0HK80M.

They tat beneatha perfumed shade,
While fragrant blossoms drifting down,
Fell lightlyon a fair-haired maiden,
And wreathedher lorer’s looks of brown.

lizzie held Marian’s hand gently pressed
in her own.
“How wrong I did!” she murmured. “Oh,
I see now there are things harder to bear
in a husband than drinking.”
She thought how faithful-Dave had ever
been; foil of little attentionswhich women

The drowsy bees hummed in the booghs,
Extracting honey cool and sweet ;
And breetes soft, that fanned their brow*.
Shook snow-whitepetals at their feet.
The sky bnrned crimson in the west,
And tinged the maiden's cheek rose-blnsh
While in her lover’sthrobbingbreast
There glowed a deeper, warmer flush.

;

And on her rose-red lips he pressed
A thrillingand entrancingkiss,
And drew her head upon his breast.
He fondly told a tale like this :

and which so seldom go beyond the
been so sure of his
great love, and was yet How different she
conld have made it for them both! Surely
she would have had less patience with him
had he acted like Marian’s husband.
love,

honeymoon. She had

A rap at the front door.
"To-morrow eve we will be wed ;
“A telegram for you, Lizzie,” said Mrs.
And as you stand in white array,
Jackson. “Auntie sent it.”
These blossoms sweet shall crown your head—
Lizzie became pale when she read—
A coronet from smiling May I"
"Corns home at once. Docks boa met with an
But she made answer : "Queenly June
accident."
Will come with roses in her arms,
“Oh, Marian, I may be too late! It is all
To sing a more enchantingtune.
over with Dave if he took Sam, our new
And woo us with a thousand charms.
horse, to town, for he don’t know how to
"These apple blossoms are passing sweet,
drive when he’s drunk. Oh, why did I not
As on us they are drifting down.
tell you before?”
Cool, soft, and fragrant at our feci ;
Marian took the sorrowful wife under
But give to me June’s rose-lesf crown,"
her care. Mr. Jackson was called in, and
Thus while they sit— these lovers fond—
he suggested that Marian go with Lizzie to
We'll turn another scene to sight;
her home, and see if she could be of any
An apple orchard, just beyond,
use.
Where falls the sunset's crimson light.
“If you can get ready," he added, “I can
An old man sits beneath the tree,
see you off by the 10 o'clock train.”
And soft, sweet blossoms drifting down,
They caught the train, and reached home
(hi whitened locks are falling free,
the next morning very early. Two doctors’
Those locks in bygone days so brown!
carriages were at the door, and the wellHe sits alone to-night and sighs.
known face of Jim, the laborer,peered
While tears his faded eyes bedim ;
anxionsly in the carriage window.
Too sunset, with its thousand dyes,
“Oh, ma’am, so glad yon came!”
Holds in its glow faint light for him 1
“How did it happen, Jim?”
With tremblingvoice he calls a name
“Oh, it was all through that there wild
That now, as always, he holds dear ;
horse,” said Jim, trying to put as little
Although unknown to earthly fame.
blame as possible on his master. “He hod,
It gave to him life's sweetest cheer I
perhaps, a little too mnch, bnt the horse
From out a volume worn with age,
was unmanageable, and threw him out of
He lifts a lock of golden hair ;
the trap and broke his leg in two places.
And fallingblossoms kiss the page
That years bad held the treasure fair.
Inflammationhas set in, and the doctors
say

TRIJLS OF WEDLOCK.
BT CECIL STERNE,
. Lizzie Docki was seated one morning
with her maiden aunt at the breakfast
table.
‘Well, my dear,” said auntie, in her shrill
wcice, “I
do admire your spirit
"’do
spirit. I don’t re
re•pect any woman who will live with a moL
man

who drinks. You just stay with me, and
if he don’t come to terms pretty soon, you
get a judicial separation.You will be well
off.

Bnt Lizzie was not happy, notwithstanding her aunt’s reasoning.Two weeks
passed, and she had not heard a word from
her husband. 8he was wretched.
Poor Dave! How all his goodness, all
his kind little deeds, were summed up in
her heart! How she missed the merry
laugh, and the brown eyes beaming smiles
npon her! She knew he wonld never send
for her; he was too obstinate; yet she would
not retract. He had come home from
market so often drank, that she was determined he should give up drink forever.
All the teetotal lectures said it was the
right way.
Lizzie visited a school friend, several
ears older than herself. Lizzie thought
her the happiest woman on hearth. She
had been married ten years, and her husband did not drink, and seemed to have no
bad habits.
“Lizzie, you are down-hearted;there is
something the matter with you,” said her
friend,
Jackson,, after
tea
---- - Mrs.
---------. .....
. was over,
and they were left by themselves.
The tears welled in Lizzie’spretty blue
ayes, and when she felt a hand laid gently
in hers, the long pent-up feeling gave way,
and hiding her head in her friend's bosom,
•he sobbed, “Oh, Marian, I am wretched-

wretched!”
Then she told the story of all her woes. *
When she had finished,Mrs. Jackson
looked very grave.
“You have pursued a wrong course, Lizzie,” she said, gently. “You will go back
to him, won’t you?”
Lizzie did not answer. She felt it was a
very bard thing to do. Mrs. Jackson
watched Jher closely, and seemed to realize
the struggle through which she was passing.
“Lizzie, I will tell

you somethingwhich

I have confided to no one, hut perhaps it
will do you good to know how I won

my

husband back to me.”
“Yon?” exclaimedLizzie, in amazement
“I thought your life was one of nndonded
happiness.”
“Yes,” said Mrs. Jackson, calmly, “I am
glad yon think I was always happy, for I
consider it so wrong to give people cause
to talk about the most intimate affairs of
husband and wife. If we have any secret
thorns piercing our flesh, is it not our duty
to bear the wound in silence, rather than
vulgarly betray our feelings by word or
look? My story I tell you only because
on may see your own troubles in the true

-

•

Lizzie did not hear any mure. She rushed
up the steps, and in a moment stood by her
husband's bedside. Her arms were around
his neck, and the doctor who stood by said
softly, “Yon are just in time, madam; perhaps he will recognize yon.”
Then he softly left the room.
“Dave, do you know me?” said Lizzie,
stroking his flashed face; bnt the patient
did not stir. “Dave, if yon die without
forgiving me I shall never know an hotfr’s
>eace! Oh, it was my fault! If I had not
left you, yon would not have driven Sam
to town without me. It is my harshness
which drove you to do this!"
Softly she kissed his closed eyes, his
flushed cheeks, his mute lips.
She raised his head gently, while the
burning tears dropped slowly on the sheets.
Suddenly he stirred, and his eyes were
resting on her. A smile lit np his goodnatured, handsome face.
“Sis!”

A world of love was containedin this
favoritepet word.
'Dave, I am so sorry! I shall reproach
myself all my life that I am the cause of
your death! But oh, Dave, you must not
die! 1 am here to take care of yon. I shall
he kinder and better, and help yon in a
different way. Dave, yon must not go,"
said Lizzie, sobbing and blushing, and
clinging closer to him, “for I have a secret
to tell you.”

Agam he smiled, a faint, happy smile.
“There will be plenty for two, sis. If it
is a boy, let him he a farmer. Don’t re-

-

proach yourself, sis, for
”
“Oh, bnt I do!” sobbed Lizzie, passionately. “Yon gave me everything! I could
not find one single fanlt; you were the
kindest and truest of men, only why did I
wish for perfection?Why was I so cross?
Oh, Dave! say yon forgive me for leaving
you! I love you, and always shall! Why
was I so foolish?”
The arms that were once so strong were
for the last time stretched out toward her.
'Sissie.of coarse I forgiveyon.” Then he
paused as if tod exhausted to speak. “I
was too stubborn, bnt somehow, when you
left me, all the good seemed to have gone
with you. I was drank all the time, and I
did not care.”
He closed his eyes, then he murmured,
almost inaudibly, “Stay by me, sis, very
close, to the last. You know I never loved
any woman bnt yon. Don’t have vain
regrets. Remember,it is my last wish that
yon "Shall take care of yourself. Will you,

These were his last words; his breathing
became more rapid, and his face became
gradually pale. Marian and some friends
came into the room, and found Dave dead,

and his wife, still holding his hands, kneeling by his bedside.
The faithfulMarian remained till the
’nneral was over, and Dave was laid to rest.
Then she took Lizzie home with her.
“I must not slay long, Marian,” said thn
sorrow- stricken wife, “bnt I will go for r>
while, because I must keep my promise and
take care of myself, as poor Dave wished
me to do. I have a great deal to do now,
light. ”
and everything to manage alone.”
Then she continned, softly, “It is now
She did manage splendidly, with the aid
•boat three years ago that a young woman, of Jim, the laborer, and when her baby was
a distant relative of mine, came to see born, she seemed to revive and have a new
us* She was in humble circumstances. tie to life.
pitied the frail, beautifulthing,
“He must be a farmer, as his father
and invited her to make her home with wanted him to be,” thought Lizzieus. I noticed at once that my husband But she had no cares in that direction,
admired her greatly, but not until for young Dave’s aspirations never went
he became peevish and unreasonable with beyond the farm, made alive by a herd of
me, and full of little cares and atten- Kautiful, soft- eyed cows, the buzz ol the
tions for her, was I aware that she had bnsy bees, and the contented cackle of the
stolen his affectionsaway from me. You >en*. Dogs, cats, and all had a place in
know, Lizzie, what a jealous creatureI lis heart, and attached him to the pretty
u»ed to be at school, and for a time it house, with its grand trees, and the flowera
•eemed to me that I could not bear the that his mother tended, that sweet old
burden; but I knew that anger and quarrels mother of his, who had been to him a
would only alienate him further from me, friend, a sister, a mother in one, and who
o I tried to treat him as nieely as ever; >y sad experience had learned that
but I told the girl she had better look out
"Klndoeas has resistlesscharms,
for a situation. I did not give her my reaAll things else but weakly move ;
sons, but she seemed to understand, and
Fiercest anger it disarms,
And clips the wings ef flying love.”
left two days afterward for Chicago. Then
came the hardest battle I ever fought in
my life, Lizzie, but I was determined to
Oat of Practice.
win him back. He often stayed a couple
Mrs. D' Art — No matter if your music
of days in Chicago, and returned with all

We

kinds of stories on account of the delay. I does worry you; keep it up dear. You
listenedwith an air of unbelief I couldmot will learn sometimes what a power for
control,but I said nothing. After many good music is.

month»

his

manner changed. He was

abstracted,, less cool,

and when he

less

fell 411

with the fever I nursed him, I believe,
more tenderly than I could have done before my trial. When he was delirioushe
called for me all the time, and accused
himself bitterly • for bis neglect Oh,
Lizzie! never shall I forget the evening
when the doctor pronounced my husband
better. He opened his eyes, took my
hand, then folded me in his arms, saving:
‘Dear, dear wife! will

wpay you

a life

of sacrifice ever

your devotion?’There were
team in his eyes, and I asked: ‘Where is
•he?’ ‘She has gone to London with a rich
man.’ Not another word in regard to this
for

TRAIN ROBBERS IN TEXAS.
A Dozen

Desperadoes Make a
Big Baal on the Southern
Pacific Road.

conductor was ordered to take np his lan^
tern and go with them. The condnctor
with his lantern, sandwiched between the
captain, who carrieda deadly looking sixshooter, and another robber with a Win- Standing of the Clnbs In the Race for
chester in his hand, they went through the
the Base -Ball Championsleeper in a very systematic manner. The
ship.
conidnctorwas made to pnll the curtains

THE NATIONAL GAME.

hack and arouse the sleeping passengers, while the captain and his
The Job Quickly Accomplished murderous-lookingweapon explainedthe A Nip-and-Tuok Fight Between Detroit
object of the meeting. The first man
in Genuine Jesse James
and Boston— Ohio&go’s Ohanoes
who wos aroused in this manner was Lou
Style.
Improving.
Meyer, a traveling man from Cincinnati.
He occupied the first berth on the right
[CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]
Three Masked Men with Drawn Re- side of the car. Mr. Meyer did not at first
take in the situation, and proceeded to gi
Chicago,
June 21. — The eighth week of
volvers Stop and Rob a Mishis disturbers a blowing-np, bnt a blow
the League championship games has come
from the robber's pistol on the head and the
souri Stage Coach.
and gone, and the teams in the race have
emphatic request for “Your money, and
settled down to their work- in a style that
that d
quick!” brought out all the
presages one of the greatest struggles for
(HouBton (Texa*) ipcclaL]
money he had— $40. The robbers then championshiphonors ever records In the
proceeded
to
the
berth
just
across
the
aisle
The arrival here of the east-bound exhistory of the game professionally. Bepress and passenger train on the Sonthern of the car, in which Mr. M. B. Meers, an
yond all question last week's games with
Taciflo Railway brought the news of a train- Insnrance man of Galveston,was sleepDetroit were the most interestingever seen
roblery which for clearness of conception ing, and demanded his money. He handed at White Stocking Park, and the magnifiand boldness of execution is the counter- them $5, and (old the leader that that was cent batting of both teams daring the
part of the most daring piece of highway all he had. The robbers insisted that he had
series gave the fielders work enough to
work that has ever occurred in the South- more, and made him take an oath that this make every game lively beyond dewest. The fnllest and at the same time amount was all he had. He at first put up scription from start
finish.
the most satisfactory and intelligible account his left hand to take the oath, bnt the robleaving the grand stand after
of the affair is obtained by relating in a bers commanded him to pat np his other Friday's game your correspondent met a
connected way what was gathered from hand. R. L. Armistead, a traveling man base-ballenthusiast, who boasts of not
those on board of the train— both trainmen from New York, next contributed $15, and having missed a game npon the home
and passengers—and then by giving the saved $40 by concealing it under his bed. grounds in seven years.
expressions of individuals. As the train They then proceededto the next berth on
“Well, what do you think of Detroit?” I
pulling out from Flatonia, the left side of the car and ordered asked him.
130 miles west of this city, at Mr. Newbarger, a drummer from New
“Thus far,” said he, “Detroit has done
12:34 Saturday morning, two men York, to give up all the money he the best ball playing we have seen in Chimounted the engine, and with drawn re- had. He was somewhat slow in comply- cago this season. It npay not he considered
volvers ordered the engineer to pull out ing with the order, and the captain of the by some the acme of smllfnl ball playing,
faster. The engineer, Ben Pickren, in the robbers hit him several severe blows hat it has snited the people a deal better,
face of such persuasive argument,did as ovor the head, which caused the blood to just the same. A 1 to 0 game must neceshe was told at a lively rate. When about flow freely. From this gentleman the sarily be a close and prettilycontested
two miles distant from Flatonia the rob- robbers made a valuable haul. They got affair, bnt there is sometning in the game
bers ordered the engineer to bring the $70 in cash, four diamond scarf-pins,one in which rans are being scored at the rate
train to a stand.
_
___ train
.
When
the
had collar-button with a diamond set, one of two or three an inning, as the result of
slowed up it was found
id that the e
engine was diamond ring, and one diamond stud; the good hard work with the stick, that the
standing on a trestle over a creek. The estimated value of the whole lot is $1,000. rank and file of those who attend the
engineer was then commanded to pull up,
games like, and when yon hear of a game
so that the engine and expreSs-car should
m which the batting has been brisk and
he on the embankment, while the pastimely you are pretty safe in assuming that
senger-coacheswere left on the trestle.
the grand stand and opens held an inThis was the spot which had been selected
terested and enthusiasticcrowd. If there
for the robbery,as a bright camp-fire More than a Score of Persons is any pleasure in watching a pitcher strike
was boming a short distance from the
out five or six men in two successive inLost by the Burning of
track, around which were grouped the mysnings and then see him retire as many
terious figures of ten or a dozen stalwart
more on fonl tips, pop-np flies or short
the Champlain.
men. The engineer and firemen were then
hits to the infield in the next two
taken off the engine and placed under a
innings, I myself have not yet discovered
guard of four men. The rest of the robbers The Steamer Wrapped In Flames with the meat in that kind of a game. Why,
then crowded aronnd the combination bagtako Thursday’s game for instance.Conld
Almost IncredibleRapiditygage and express car and demanded that
lything hate put more life into that crowd
the door be opened. In the meantime Exthan
ian die
did the heavy battingwork of the ChiNarratives of Survivors.
press Messenger M. E. Folger, of Wells,
cago
igo boys in the fourth inning? It caught
Fargo & Co.'s Express, had not been idle,
the people, because it kept them in a high
but had been bnsy concealing what valuaHeroic Conduct of the Captain and Crew state of expectationuntil tne innings ended,
bles he could. When the train first stopped
and because it gave ample opportunity for
—Complete List of Those Who
over the trestle the condnctor,Jesse K.
quick movement and fielding and haseLyons, put his head out of the window
running ability. I will bet there was not a
Perished.
of the car nearest the engine and callman present at that game who left the
ing to the engineer inquired: “What
grand stand dissatisfied with the exhibition
[Charlevoix(Mich.) special.]
is the matter, Ben?” The engineer reThere were fifty-ninepersons, passen- he had seen, unless of course he may have
plied that he was in the hands of robbers,
•opened
gers and crew, on the Champlain, and of been one of those fellows who hai
and that they had ordered the train those bnt thirty-eight were uiown to be to have a case note
te or
o two upon Detroit
stopped. When the robbers demanded saved. A full and complete list of the vic- Yon can always expect
;pect lots of fan and an
entrance to the express car Messenger tims is as follows: Ella Smith, of Char- interestinggame when yon get together a
Folger at first ref nsea to open the door, levoix;Robert Wilks, of Charlevoix; Geo. couple of hard-hitting teams like Chicago
bnt after holding a consultationwith Bagand Detroit.”
Wrisley, of Charlevoix; Mrs. M. Kehoe, of
gagemaster Hart he concluded that dis- Chicago; Harry Brennan, of Chicago; one
It will be remembered that when Baldcretion was the better part of valor, and
win first made his appearancehere he was
fireman,the second cook, Jack Hartley,
opened the door. The robbers then Steward Le Boe's two children,J. K. Rog- very wild in his delivery.This was owing
jumped in the car with drawn re- ers, the United States Hospital Sur- to his fear that he wonld hit the batsman.
volvers, and commanded that the safe geon of Fort Mackinac, and his son; Baldwin broke one of Jevne’s ribs in a
he opened. The messenger was some- Ed Wilkins, cabin boy, of Madison, Wis.j Northwestern League game last year, and
what dilatory about complying, when one Capt. Lucas, of Petoskey;C. H. Russell, it has taken him until now to recover from
the fright which he sufferedthat day.
of the robbers commenced to belabor him
of Jackson, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Falk, of
When at his best Baldwin pitches with
over the head with a six-shooter.This
Harbor Springs; Mrs. Schaub, Wisconsin;
had the desired effect, and the robbers pro- four Indians, deck hands. Twenty-two tremendous speed, and it is little wonder
that he somettmesgets alarmed at the risk
ceeded to appropriate what valuables were
lives are lost in all and thirty-eight were
in the safe. While they were going through
saved. The bodies of Mrs. Smith, Capt batsmen take when they face him.
The Philadelphia team is playing about
the safe the express messenger attempted Lucas, Rogers, Russell, Brennan, Hartthe same game it played last year— just
resistance,when he was hit on the head
ley, Wilkins, Wilks, Wrisley, and the firegood enough to be bothersome,but not of
with a six-shooter and knpeked senseless,
man have been recovered. Capt Casey is
and they then proceeded with their work mnch complimented for his coolness and sufficient steadiness to carry the train to
unmolested, when the safe had finally bravery in the trying ordeal to which he the front Ferguson continues to pitch
superb ball, but his support is often weak
been finishednp they turned their attention
was subjected. When the fire broke out he
and discouraging.
to the mail-poncbes. On this train there
headed the boat for Little Island,two miles
Nobody can foretell what the Washingis no local aistribntionof mail matter, and
distant, bnt she struck a reef and conld
tons are going to do when they step into
consequentlynomail agent, bnt through
the diamond. They are more erratic than
pouches are carried, and they are
the Phillies in their play, and fully as
in charge of the baggagemaster. The robtroublesome.
bers cat the poaches and took what they
boiler. A large amount of freight and
The following table shows the standing
wanted, hat it is not thought that they got
four valuable horses were lost. The bodies
of the League clnbs up to date:
any valuableletters, as no registeredmail
of (he dead have been packed in ice here
THE LEAGUE.
was on this train at all. The robbers then and await the orders of friends.
proceeded to the day-car, and with preThe captain and other officers of the boat
sented revolversordered everybody to seem to have performedtheir duty bravely,
throw np their hands. It is useless to say
and many instances of indiviual coolness
that everybody’s hands went up, including
are related by which lives were saved. It
the conductor’s,who was in the car. Their
seems that if the boats could have been
method of procedure was to place two reached after the steamer struck the bar no
armed men at each end of the car, while lives would have been lost.
the man whom the rest addressed as “CapAmong those who acted with conspicuous
tain” and another went through the car
coolness was Miss Mary Wakefield,of
and robbed the passengers.
Charlevoix, who saved herself and the litIn the meantime Conductor Jesse K. tle daughter of Mrs. Kehoe of Chicago, Chicago...

-

to

On

•

was

TWENTY -TWO VICTIMS.

Lyons, having discovered what was up, notified the passengers in the day-coach, and set
them an example by concealing most of
the money in his possession.Nearly all
the passengers did tne same, and when the
robbers entered the car they obtained irom
the passengers and conducor not more
than from $2 to $20 each. J. H. Mitchell,
of Tombstone, Ari., saved in this way $300;
Pam&roux,of San Francisco, $160; and
L. Lasker, a New York drummer, $100.
Walter Gregory, of Son Antonio, Cal.,
gave np all he had, $20, and the robbers
gave him hack $2.50.

Philadelphia
by holding the little girl on a fender and Pittsburgh
pushing it ahead of her. Hie mother Washington....
drowned soon after strikingthe water, and Indianapolis
before Miss Wakefield conld get the fender
Games lost
to her.

Mrs. Ingalls of Petoskey, got on the boat
had lain down. When
the alarm of fire was given first she coollv
put on her bonnet and secured a life-preserver, which had a broken string, so that
she was compelledto hold it together in
front. She remained on board until driven
to the water by the heat, and then dropped,
and managed to secure a fender and worked
at Elk Rapids, and

The highwaymenthen entered the Poll- toward the shore. <
sleeper and went from berth to berth
Soon a young man came for the fender,
exacting money. Lou Meyer, a Cincin- and Mrs. Ingalls infused some of her cournati traveling man, resisted and was age into l im and prayed with him, and
struck with the butt of a pistol. Mr. New- finally brought him safely to shore, vhete
barger, a New York drummer, was severely she divided her garments with him to
beaten because be was slow in delivering keep him from dying from exposure.
his property. From Newbarger the thieves
The clerk, Mr. Brennan, reached the
took $70 in cash and $1,000 worth of shore alive, as also did Mr. Russell, the
diamonds. Col. Quintos and a Lieutenant commercial traveler from Jackson, bat
of the Mexican army were robbed of $400. both died from exhaustion. Mrs.- Ella
Col. Qnintos proposed to open fire on the Smith also died from exhanstion. Her
despoilers,bnt yielded to the entreatiesof sister, Mrs. Bedford, was taken in charge
a woman and refrained. Before the rascals by a young man and towed to shore.
had completedthe round of the sleeper
Captain Casey makes the following statethe conductor informed them that the ment: “We were about three miles northwest-bound train was due, and they allow, wost of Fisherman'sIsland at 11:40, when
ed the train to go on to prevent a collision. my first engineer came running np to the
Three passengersthus escaped molesta- bow of the boat and shouted that tne boat
tion. Some of the passengers in the was on fire. His clothes were all in
sleeper managed to save considerable flames, and I told him to climb to

In the Association race St. Lonis leads,
weeks past, and in a
style which shows it to be away ont of its
class in that organization. St. Lonis should
play in the League; it will probably do so
next season. Following is the record of
the Association teams to Tuesday, June 21;
ASSOCIATION.
as it has done for six

man

and get into the
water-tank, which he did. I then had the
boat Leaded for the shore, and got the
Girl— For good?
boate ready for use. It was impossible to
“Yes, indeed. I have one of the best
lower
them, however, while the boat was
husbands in the world, and I feel sure
nnder full headway, and as it was impossiI never would have got him had it not
ble to get up to the engine to stop it, nothbeen for the fact that I could play Chopin
ing could he done until we ran ashore on
with expression. It was after one of
the reef extending out from the land. I
Chopin’s reveries one moonlight eventhen jumped overboard and swam to the
shore for help, ns it was near Smithson's
ing that he proposed.”
camp, and a vessel was lying there. 1 met
“Why, Mrs. D’ Art, I didn’t know that
two ooats coming to the rescue, and we
you could play. Won’t you play that
then tamed to and saved all that was posreverie for mo?”
sible. I don’t know personallyhow the
“Bless your heart, child, I haven’t
INCIDENTS OF THE BOBBEBT.
fire originated.It was dark and foggy
touched a piano since I was married.”
When the robbera entered the Pullman and raining hard, but there was lime
—Omaha nor Id*
sleeper the lights were all out, and the wind.*’
property by concealing it.
It is estimatedthat the robbers secured
from $18,000 to $75,000. It is not thought
they got much from the mail bags. Officers and bloodhounds oro pursuing the
thieves. Most of the robbers were masked
and otherwise disguised. The leader wora
no disguise. He is describedas a little
above medium height, of stout build, and
apparently about 40 years old. He wore
a fierce-looking sandy mustache;bis eyes
were keen gray and his complexion was
florid almost to redness. His clothes were
rough and manner uncouth and hi* language vulgar.

the upper deck

LI
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Clnbs.

1

8U!

s u u m
A A
Athletic,
Baltimore ..........

Brooklyn ......
Cincinnati .....
Cleveland .....
Louisville .....
Metropolitan
St Lonis .......
.

Games

.

lost

— a?
...........22 15 22 28 83 24 ft 10

..

The clubs of the Northwestern
i Le
League
ore playing some .very fine ball this
season, and the prospects for that association becoming one of the most prosperous
of onr professional base-ball organizations
seems assured. Following is the record of
the teams to date:

Clnbs,

Milwaukee. • • • ••• ••
Dulnth..
••••••«
Minneapolis.........
Dos Moines ..........
Ean Claire ..........
.

Oshko h

t

.............

LaCrosse
........
Bt Paul ..............
....

Games

lost

.......... 9 15 12 17 2314 10 8

1 BAflE-BALL’8, MAKE-UP.
*

Cut

•Speje*» Core
Coro 'to Got at Ita
uotoVardnoM.

There^
the 0

can produce the result,is as tastelessand ham •
6t Jacobs Oil removed all fatigue and
less as grass. The nervous, weakly women
pains.”
Hook after it like mad, and, it is said by them
to stop nerYousness at once, and give them
Mb. W.
has successfully
double powers of endurance, while It neither
preferably
its
acts like nor leaves a reaction like a stimulant,
-----—
__
nor loses its effect like a medicine It is
spongy” form, as a purifier of water,

aaid
President Spalding o:
paid President
Baseball Cluib toa re-

*

I

gin one hand a white

porter^
ephere,

behold the base-ball in
. Toll yon how a base-ball

all its

___

___
Certainly. ___
Let __
me take
yonr knife till I out this ball in halves.
Here yon bare the inside of a base-ball.
In the center von see the core. Tha
is what gfres the ball its elasticity;
that is what makes it bound, either
from a bat or from the turf. It is by
jthe core that we regulate a ball's liveliness. Previous to 1866 the base-bal
bad a core 2| inches in diameter of this
Para or pure rubber. Yon can imagine
how lively a ball that would make.
£Thia core is only 1 inch in diameter,
and see — when I toss it on the floor
bounds almost to the ceiling. It was
with a ball containing 2} ounces o
•pure rubber that we youngsters o
okford used to make 50, 75, or even
LOO runs in a game. In a game against
;a -club at Harvard in 1869 we made 110
{runs, and our average for the season
is made?

i

Anderson
employed
iron,
emP^°Je^
. *
said
other complaints by by shakir

“
,
the
---

„

in

• ,

U^We

WwW
aiiioa

hop, our

Lhing

White

Ladies of the

|

Home.

Cleveland.

o.

Miss Bose Elizabeth Cleveland,
had the place for fifteen

*

|

Mrs; Julia Dent Grant, ex-President

House.

White
Mrs. James A. Garfield, widow of
President Garfield, who lived only
the

- gam<

___

___

leadening the ball. From *68 to '74 the
ball kept growing deader and deader,

size.”
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Like a Leaf

trivial causes, weak nerves are

whioh
also imports, In this Instance, quietude. The
nervous have but to use Hostetler's Stomach

easily susceptible of Invigoration,a term

Bitters Systematically to overcome that supersensitiveness of the

subversiveof

all

human sensorlum,which
bodily comfort and mental

tranquillity,and

which reacts most hurtfully
upon the system. The difficulty underlying
thie, as well as many other ailments,W imperfect assimilation, no less than Incompletedigestion of the food. In the diaobarge of both

tn

manlfestinghalf of the above
suit in consumption, and end
No disease it so oommo
dangerous,or less und

every town tar

All
St.

-

—

How

March,
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Sold by druggist*everywhere; HO cent*.
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It is said that perspiration and even laun-
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desired for the finest

habitants. The same
will be sold upon easy
Indetail, address FBACnCAL
SB, Chicago, m.

wearers.
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thickness
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slate danger. The livee of all on the vosaoldeare placed level with a floor before the penaoduponprompt action. Your
Your life
life may bo

and one-half inches from
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>eriectly separate and distinctfrom Hazard, Hazard A
every other chimney, from the hearth |
by druggists.
o the external opening. Chimneys

^

Co., propnetors,New York,

than four and one-hatf inches thick in

any part.
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monia.

I tried to think
of something to relieve

him. Concluded what

So

and a cure sure,
Catarrh. 50 ^ts.

•

Nov. 17, 1886.
Recently I bought a
young horse. He was
taken very ill with Pneu-

be good for the

«,R^LI*,r ta immediate,

* ^dypg

|

U VILLA, W. Va., |

was good for man would

Brick-work --

ion with the stacks.
around the flues should not be less

r«s
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What Everybody Says

Sl

horse.

I got a bottle of Piso’s

Cure and gave him half
of it through the nostrils.

This helped him, and I
continued giving same
doses night and morning
until I had used two
bottles.

become
I can

The

horse has

Ladies

hS

DWDOjPvW
urily. Done
All

perfectly sound.

recommend Piso’s

Cure for the horse as
well as for man.

[HmomEo.

(nutted on
I

.

—

THE DR. HARTER

N. S. J. Strider.

1

W

----

Sage's Catarrh Remedy advertlebd, and piK
cured a bottle for her, and soon saw that It
helped her; a third bottle effected a permanent cure. She is now eighteenyears old and
sound and heartv."

FOR HORSES.

|

the joists,
looring, or other woodwork. A chim- 1 nervous prostration, »uu
and an
all luruu
forms ot
or genorat
general
ney built only up to the roof, and stop- debility; also in all enfeebled conditions,
ping at that point is always dangerous. ^?ither
wor£ of exhaustion nervous prosEverv ohimnov in a hnn.A .KnnlA Ko frationoverwork. or acute disease, particu-

Bottles Core Catarrh.

H

nee of

trouble.
variably be laid iu sound mortar, cement,
or
other
incombustible
and
non—
----- ----------Mknsman’bPeptonizedBeef Tonic, the only
conducting substances,and it should preparationof beef containingits entire nu>e at a distance of not less than four IfUwwproperilet.
It contains blood-making,

--

rRS

thought nothingoould be done forme.
Uy, r was advised to try Dr. Sago's <
Remedy, and I am now a well man. I belters
It to be the only sure remedy for catarrhnow
manufactured, and one has only to giva It a
fair trial to experienceastounding resulti and
E permanent cure.”

Three

N SUMPTION

stone

it

pHt^bS

piso’s cure; fc.r
CURES WHERE ALL EMAILS.

,TJ!nd
Wer.S:g;™0^™
or
of

throRtwouM

i

to print a newspaper In
a town of 700 or more In-

U

mohes on each side. No

me

Constantly Hawking and plltlnf
Thomas J. Bcshino,Esq., tM Pine &
Loute, Jfo- writes: "1 wuagreat sul
fr^ catarrh for three yean. At times I c
Will pay for a complete
hardly .breathe, and was constantlybawl
newspaper outfit of type and spitting, and for the lost eight
and presses upon whioh could not breathe through the nost

and

should be tied into the walls by one can think of, and not only comes at a time
wrought-iron bars, of sufficientnumber .wken wbaiebone is rapidly disappearing,bnt
and strength, turned up and down at “ proving itself superior to whalebonein
the ends,
built in4 the jambs fo“
several

ftraiiRlo

«

I

is

idmMt

InrtrumentA

Catarrh Remedy, In throe months, I was
man, and tho cure has been permanent."

Chimneys.
For
of a chimney
white dressesor
ur those
muHo parts
puns oi
cmmney whioh colors^ so that wane
'A onr\r\/"vvf
_ I •DV OOlOF Of (IrftflRlinincf TT1RV Itn
are
supported throughout, stone may, dSrM0r
isr some circumstances, says th^
but brick

Untold Agony from Catarrhs
W. Haubner, the famous mesmeriiA

upm

ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
ll0F MUSIC Boston,. Mass.

®tay to the
all
its entire length,
tirelypreventing the formation of any wrin-

M

Prof.

catarrh.
arrh. My
My fEmlly
family physiciangave me
me up as
Incurable, and said 1 must die. My case was
•uoh a bad one, that every day. towards
et, my voice would beoomo so hoarse I o

^en fc^Xter'r.
wllSrXW,
1845.
seam
along
en- HEW

^

^touSlS

Byjta
Dr.

Hood’S

Though Shaken

purulent, bloody and putrid: tho^ eyes am
Jr®*!** watery,and inflamed; there is ringing

vvva rajuisauu. uieuj/ uajei

^
- -wmon

KmHOn,e^‘hm

his term expired,

Indeed, almost any Mexican would
as soon go out doors without his coat
as without his pistol He wears it ta gists.
church, to the opera, to see his best
If you want to buy a thermometer, we
girl— in abort, wherever he goes yon
may see a glistening bit of nickel- advise you to wait until next winter. They
plated steel sticking out from under will be lower then.
his coat-tail. Every day, when my
A Bonanza Mine
teacher of Spanish (a swarthy y
Of
health
is
to
be found iu Dr. R V. Pierce's
man in a jacket
‘ ‘ of yellow
How kid
kid and “Favontn Prnsi'rmtinn
0 tn tha manta a# ..ki.u

By tha most

f§Iillll

8TANP WORKS,
« CHXOAOO, ILL
wamw n Awnnim.

Oao Agent (Morehant onty) wawfod

1

m DpubUlU tur Oil U1UOU
taints, poisons, and humors, such as scrofula,
pimples, blotches,eruptions, swellings,tumors, ulcers, and kindred affections. By drug-

B.

I

U>e head of hi. household in the PresiSSt, by whioh it i. atUoh.d io the majority of those at too.
John a. Dadd, Druggist.Milwaukee, Wts.
dent’s mansion, a longer period than dress waist is a new feature in dreesmilng*
her step-mother held that place, who “d is patentedby the inventor of the Feather- Address R. W. TAN BILL A CO., Chleago.
MENTION THU PARR wan warn** «• si
was married in June, 1844, and left the £?na This method consists in attachingthe
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of

pliable, yielding to every movei
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business. —
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Ward
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Chemical Laboratoryof World s DmpmasY
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Pelleu over so great a variety of disease*,it
may truthfully be said that their actionuMB

____

was not permitted to build a chimney
against the
the wall of an adjoining house
v
without isolating it by an intermediate Muit ** true- And the unanimouspraise which peoThe Pistol in Mexico.
wall of sufficientthickness to prevent D,ewhoh»V8DMd‘t8iT« Hood’s Samparuis.should
nnaaintr tn tho nainMiniMnn. convince those who have nevertried this medicineol
In Mexican society street-carcon- heat
neat passing to the neighboring prem- it, gwst curativepowers. If you suffer from impure
ductors are gentlemen of considerable
_
blood, that tired feeling, depressed spirits,drape pimportance, with their silver-garnished
A or kidney and liver complaints, give Hood's
A WonderfulFreak Of Satnre I Sariaparillaa fair trial and you win be greatly benesombreros, embroidered linen breeches bedecked with silver buttons up the Is somolimes exhibited in our public exhibiwUa hM h8d Terjr p00P health for a long time,
outside seams, and handsome pistols toons. When wo gaze upon some of tho peonliar freaks Dame Nature occasionally indulges riflerin* fr0® Indigestion,
poor Appetite, and conprotruding from their belts. Why the in, oar minds revert back to the creation of 8Unt headache.She found no relief tlU she tried
ITIkfl
whn
IO
an
Facrv*
Iw*
.1
mm'***
I
UrvnrR'a
flavaavto
w41
•
Qk*
pistols,I do not know— but a con- man, “who isb so fearfully and wonderfullyHoo<r> Sarsaparilla.She 4m
la mam
now *.1.1
taking the third
made.” The
ductor always wears two of them con- -------mmteries of his nature have been bottle, and never felt better in her life." G. soxxaspicuously displayed, probably because unraveled by Dr. II V. Pierce, of Buffalo, and vill*. Moreland. Cook Co., Ul.
otherwise he doesn’t consider himself &?.bi,77;$™Lth-o7r«ned'ch."
Sarsaparilla

pointed-toeboots with enormously
nigh heels) comes to give me the customary lesson, he is obliged to unbuckle his belt and deposit a big revolver upon my table before he can

*>0noD.Vif.,^\l„iv,i
—
..ins AitaeL^wu.u
dorangoments of the stomach and bowels, are promptly relieved and permanently

Chronic N
they cannot cure.

Mra. Semple, step-daughter of Mrs.
Tyler and now an inmate of the Louise n*T°0.of *bi® n«w Stay.
Home, in Washington City, who dur- n** in
11
tag the period behreen her own mothbT,,
eFs death, about September,1842, and a»»d by dressmakers in aU the UrgedtiMand
the marriage of her father in 1844, was Sa5yJ0<L*h® I,krSM towns thronghoutthe

Chicago Herald

in “full dress.”

Dlaalness,Constlpa.

cured by tho use of Dr.
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best they break so soon that the beantr
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Billons Headache,
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^"••“•kers find it very

y
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honors

U1I77.
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bstri

per.

Mrs. Patterson, the daughter of have been obliged touse for Dress Ste^are
President Johnson, who, the wife
dis^owole for many ladies to wear.

Mrs. otover, now dead, did the

m

this city.

PENSIONS,

offeringa premium to the man who fails to
benefit And yet Dr. Sage undoubted-

Presi-

tx::

%**•**,

bualneM boose In

drugglBts, 25 cents a vial. Manufactured at tha
to

lute
-

^‘hur MoElroy, the

Of the flue Should be

“A good many base-balls used in a
year, eh?”
“Yes, millions of them, I guess.
There are seven or eight factories in
the United States. Just how many
balls they turn out in a year one could
hardly guess. The League uses about
2,000 balls in a year.”
E> ery spectator at a base-ball game
has seen the umpire tear open a square
box, take a ball therefrom, and toss
the latter to the pitcher then in the
box. Every base-ball used in a League
game must be officially sealed by the
Secretary of the League, and the box
must bear his signature. Before taking
a ball out of the box the umpire is
required to see that the signature
. and seal are all right Moreover,he
jnust glance at the ball itself, and unless he finds Secretary Nick Young’s
name written on the horse-hide cover
he can not put the ball into “play.”—

FUaeMjanteed

i

-

that you can cure their dSasesby

dent
eZ

ex-President Arthur’s sister, who
the lady of the White House
several months of each of the
years and a half while he was

use

woolen yarn, and then a few strands
of cotton thread are wound round the
whole to make the surface smooth.
Finally the cover is put on. This is
made of carefullyselected horse hide,
strongly sewn with woolen thread.
[This is all done by hand, and so well
done that League balls rarely rip unless they come in contact with a wall or
fence or some other sharp-cornered
object. As you may know, base-balls
are subjected to pretty hard usage,
but thev stand the test remarkably
well. The cover of a ball is composed
of two pieces of identical shape and

fife ----for samples of

ctB6,

until in the latter year the extreme
was reached, the core of the ball bein(
merely a piece of vulcanized rubber,
possessing little more elasticity than a
piece of wood. It was almost impossible to bat such a ball out of the diamond, and I guess if this dead ball ha<
been kept in use the game itself would
have been pretty near dead. People
like batting and fielding, and it is a
mistake to nse a sluggisn ball. When
the League came into power the ball
was gradually made livelier,and this
ball is a very happy medium between
the two extremes.
“League balls are all made by hand.
Bound the rubber core workmen wrap
woolen yarn, drawing the threads tight
and distributingthem evenly over the
surface. Near the cover you perceive
a thin layer of white stuff. That is a
cement put on the ball by dipping. It
serves to hold the yarn firmly in place,
and to preserve thd ball’s spheridity
under all circumstances. The cement
makes the ball so firm that it could be
used without much danger of destruction even before the cover is put on.

But after the cement comes more

rt,wHK|
nleaseJrerfoef

Mrs. Hamet Lane Johnson, the niece never have applied to him if it had not been
of President Buchanan, who was for ,orhi*offerof the above sum for an incurable
four years the mistress of the Exeounext bidder for cure or cash?

__

LITTLE SUGAR-COATED PILLS*

$500 Not Called For.

yearssnade men

Wh0 Uvei ei«ht

—

^e^ore beauty— -A piece of spring
chlcken on a pretty girl's plate.

months.
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Tyler.
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SHOES
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wunwons, and

Polk.
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years. who
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PUNTS
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FULL

SEAMLESS

oaey

the iron is showered
down through the water, which afterMrs. Grover
ward falls through a height where it
Mrs. Julia Gardiner Tyler, widow of becomes aereated, and then filter*
President
through a sand-bed. Three of these
Mrs. James K. Polk, widow of Presi- revolvingpurifiers are now at work in
dent
Antwerp. Mr. Anderson believes that
Mrs. Rntherford B. Hayes, wife of iron can purify almost any water for
ex-PresidentHayes, who was there four dietetic purposes,
I ivinir t

OUR

9 order la

re^UBCJTder!’^h‘ hoLI
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nrwv>
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HANDSOME,
STYLISH

‘

remove nervous and
*
making the nerves strong enough lo control i/fltea(i 0?
Watfr»
the functionsof the body properly when
.8l®Pv letting the water
canse of ill-healthdisappears,while medicine filter through the iron. 1 his idea was
forces the functionsof the body, leaving the suggestedto him by Sir Frederick
to 0T": I Abel The water passes first into a
to

six

Is

IpSf

1

In

time. Hold by druggluU.

CONSUMPTION

Doses One Dollar

PMsioisss^^

“Favorite Prescription," to the merits of which,
as a remedy for female weakness and
and kindred
affections,thousands testify.

The Higher Nature.
It is chiefly by

nourishing the high
_ ®r
nature that the lower is kept
co
opt in controlled and orderly operation. The
more fullv men are engrossed in what
is true and pure and worthy of all their
powers and intelligence, the more naturally and easily will appetite, passion,
and desire assume a proper subservience, and fulflU their assigned functions quietly and legitimately. When
they are forced to the front, brought
np for constant review, and made the
theme of much conversation and discussion, of alternative approval
censure, they occupy the place of other
and weightier tilings, and lose their
harmonious relations.

—

-

the digestiveand aasimilativofunctions, the
Dittos aro the most poaot, the mott reliable
auxiliary.Al the body regal ne vigor and regularity by its aid, the brain and nervous system
are also benefited.Persons subject to the Influenceof malaria,dyspeptic and rheumatic
invalids, and persons whose kidneys are Inac-

There are eighteen thousand female
students in the colleges of this coun-

tive, should, also, aso the Bitters.

try.

The

«»blMU®nThit

panel site,
thUjfctnre
sent. on
jo remlpt of 1#^ la

stam

CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH

PENNYROYAL

For

a

woman

&

”

to say she does not use

Gamble’s Lenox Soap, is to
admit she is “behind the times.”
Nobody uses ordinary soap now thev
can get• “ Lenox.
*
Procter

“L

PILLS

ATAR R
C.N.U.
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To-morrow.
First Rerormtd Church— Services at
9:80 a.m. ami 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meetiuf with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at

W--

ome and See

T

f

_

The best place to buy

7:80.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school

ir;:

at 12

Castor

m. Young People's meeting at 6:30.
Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.

Rev.

Congregationalsinging. Opening anthems
by choir. Weekly praise and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. All are welcome.

i

A

READY-MADE

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p.m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.
Preaching by the pastor. In the evening
preaching in English.

r
l

^
recommend

known

to

For Men, Boys^and Children,

-

^

tdAptedt0 children that I Cattsvi* eons Colic,OonUpation,
t m superior to *njr pnxcriptiooI Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
me.” h. a. Ajuctr, m.D
I KtU* Worms, gives sleep, and promotes <Uu80

,

i

y.

Bo. Oifonl St,, Brooklyn, ii,

Tm

also

-

EATS

and CAPS,

tion of the Bible.

Holland ChristianRef. Cnurcb.- Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:30 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

Is

more sorely and speedilycured by the

you can get a

other remedy. •*! was a great sufferer

A Good Clean Shaye.

from liver troubles, and never found anything that gave mo permanentrelief until
I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, about
two years ago. A few bottles of this medBaker, 155 TV* Brookline’

Wm.

at

ered with a geometrical pattern, worked
out in black and white marble. Four

floor east of Post-office,

Ji.-ui.h

13,

1887.

11-ly.

any time.

tmtAINS!!

fashion.

JACUilWARD, Uuw.wl, >.». v.ui!, VuUn.
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W. BAUMGARTEL.
Hollind Mich.. Match 10 1885.
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best of bargains In
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Fornitnre, Wall Paper,
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CABBETS,

Bootsfuid Shoes
-
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may

-

Honest

.

be obtained at the

A Naral Injector free with each bottle of Shiloh 'a
Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents.
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PALEN,

new

From

in the old poetofficebuilding

Chicago, has opened a

first-class

Studio, opposite the Holland City
News office, and will, for the

Wm.Verbeek

Next 30 Days}

on

Eighth Street.

-MAKECelebrated

I have the

GRAY

BROS.’

SHOE

AND SEE US AND LEARN

CALL

OUR PRICES.

for Ladies. Call and see them.

Repairing promptly and We keep everything kept
neatly done.

•

NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

is

For SS.

sells

it

Fine Tintyes,

our stock.

Remember these

4

prices are for 30 days only

WM. VERBEEK.
Holland,Mich., May

19,

1887.

16-lyr.

for 25c.

H.
Holland,Mich., Juno

16,

KELLER.
1887. 20-lm

TAILORS and HATTERS.

BUGGIES.

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

have recently commenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination &
Express Wagons,
To which I Invite the attention of all who desire
.!gbt and durable wagons.

procured the assistance of one of the best horseshoers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or iron shoes eitherof band or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.

-REPAIRING-

I

also manufacture

Have moved

Neatly and promptly executed.

•

and have them constantly on band.

VAN DUREN BROS.

friendlessand forlorn in a great city,
Three doors eaa*. of Post-office.
the hours of peril are those between
sunset and bed-time; for the moon and
Holland, Mich., April 13, 1887. 18-tf. Highest price paid for all
the stars see more evil in a single hour
kinds of Furs.
than the sun in his whole day’s circuit.
J. FLIEMAN.
The poet’s visions of evening are all
Hollanp. M*ch. Jan. 18. 1867.
composed of tender and soothingimages.
It brings the wanderer to his home',
the child to his mother's arms, the ox
to his stall, and the weary laborer to
bis rest. Bnt to the gentle-hearted
Proprietor of Ninth Street;
youth who is thrown npon the rocks of
the pitiless city, and stands homeless
for all r
amid a thousand homes, the approach
Sale,
of evening brings with it an aching
of buildings, finsense of loneliness and desolation,
which comes down npon the spirit like
darkness npon the earth. In this mood
his best impulse becomes a snare to
ftifl 00 Off
him ; and ho is led astray because he is
n Wk —
Aiiiiii .dij
social, affectionate, sympathetic, and
• *
warm-hearted. If there be a young
man thus circumstancedwithin the
done on abort notice.
sound of my voice, let me say to him
I have addeo to my bnslneia that of
that books are the friends of the friendless, and that a library is a home to tho
homeless. A taste for reading will always carry von to converse with men
who will influence you with their wisdom, and charm yon by their wit; who
etc- maiie
ETC.
' will soothe yon when fretted, refresh
you when weary, counsel you, when
perplexed, and sympathize with you at
Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
all timos. Evil spirits in the middle
first-class Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
ages were exorcisedand driven away by
Office and Shop on Riuer street, my place of bnalness.
Attentionand courteonstreatmentcan be rebell, book, and candle, and you want near the corner of Tenth street,
lied npon.
but two of these agents, the book and
Thankful for paat favors I aak a contlnnance
JA8. HUNTLEY.
J. H. NIBBELINK.
the candle.— George D. Prentice.
Holland, May 27, 1888.

•of

their stock one door east

full line

/

and have opened up a
at all prices,

and in the latest styles.

FiMisMDSi Goods of every

Description.

JAS. HUNTLEY,

111

& CIS

J,

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine
Tailoring trade.

H. Nilbolink,

J.

Estimates given

ished and completed.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,

Anil Feed

^ivery,

kinds

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

STABLE,

V.f:

^

Planing and Re-sawing

ss'3

*

UNDERTAKING

fished

m
Era

.*

•

and CASKETS, COFFINS,

„

.

the

BEST WAGONS

AND

in

show

no trouble to

20, 1886.

FLIEMAN
Manufacturesand

I

a first-class store and

I desire also to call the attention of aft owners of
fast horses in this vicinityto the fact that I have

To n young man away from home,

,

.

Df-.?. UTAHKI’I' &
.{ t.tJ J dixit Slrncl, }-'h. IfttUt.. Pa

Prices.

in the city, always on hand.

Always

Custom Work.

i

FWIME STME

BEST $3.00 SHOE

SHOES,

of

.
.-r

l

^ ^

..

Paintings,

HonesLGoods
-

Van Duren Bros. J.

For Dyspepsiaand Liver Complaint,yon have a
printed gnaranteeon every bottle of Shllob'a
Vltallxer. It never lailu to cure. For sale by
Tates & Kane.

A-drfr

Picture Frames, and Oil

HEROLDS.
AT

Uo.n »r

\

Fa Specialty

...

Male..

Dr,rlli|..i.*nl,"

Mil

We make

^

..

it

oftr*.'' at (.UM ire

TEE FINEST

.....

.........

,•

ment of Goods on hand.

-

.

UDiii,

J. tOi.ii, C. 8. Ylro-Con*i.l,Cvihlonnt, li rse*o.
H. '. 4XIIHROHK,LVd lll'uir,
EHNf..sf TUK.M.it, >. :tlnh u. r.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

RAILWAY.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla operates radically
upon the blood, thoroughlycleansing and
invigorating it. As a safe and absolute
cure for the various disorderscaused by
constitutionaltaint or infection,this remedy has no equal. Take it this mouth.

,

UL

Ladles hair cleanedand dressed in the latest

lengthy inscriptionsare imbedded in
them, and the room is dimly lighted by
four small windows of rose-coloredanS
blue glass. From the cupola of fretwork hangs a grand old chandelierof
twisted Venetian glass. Below this is
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Haas.
the tomb itself, surronndedby a high
Sold by all Druggiata.Price $1 ; six bottlea, $5.
grating of bronze, shut in by four marble columns about seven feet high.
From a rod, on a line with the grating,
hang festoons of ostrich eggs and golden balls. The catafalque above the
grave is covered by two elaborately
embroidered balls; the first of black
and white velvet, adorned with Arabic “THE SOO-HACEINAW SHOET LINE.’’
inscriptions of silk, was the gift of the
Only Direct Konte to Marquetteand the Iron and
late Ahmed Bey ; the second, of pink
Copper Region?of the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan.
and blue brocade,was a votive offering
from Mohamed of Sadek. Over these
hung thirteen banners, rich in gold, Two Tbroml Trails aacli way jaily
close comeclloDS Is Daloii Depots
silver,and needlework— the tribute of
the successorsof Hussein ben Ali to
at all Points,
the sanctuary of the Sidi bon Awib.
Tho territory traversedjs famous for Us
Our visit was certainlyunexpected, for
at least a dozen fine Arabic manu- Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing
scripts rested on as many lecterns of
Tickets for sale at all points via this rente.
mother-of-pearl and tortoise-shell in
For Maps, Folders, Kates and Information, address
front of the screen. The guardian of
E. W. ALLEN,
Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agt., Marquette, Mich.
the zaouia could hardly realize the
fact of Christians desecratingby their
presence such holy ground. Running
his amber chaplet through his hands
with feverish haste, he suddenly threw
himself upon his face, and probably
DEALERS IN
prayed to be forgiven. Some Algerian
soldiers who had followed ns prostrated
themselves before the tomb, and eagerly
kissed the edge of the palls through
the metal lattice-work. Looking at
the bright white marble pillars of the
cloister,my eye fell on one remarkable
capital; at either corner a bird supported a Greek cross in the center.
The spoils of some fair Byzantine
oimrch had evidently been brought to
ETC., ETC.,
honor the resting-place of the “Friend
of the Prophet.”— Tun w, Past and
have a large assortPresent.

BOOTS,

r.

S. LYON, Wat, lira, Hawaii, fcinlwlfh Mand..
ALfA4MH.il UITUIM-. Interne..,SroMua.I.
MUa. MANUEL Y. HHTJUa, f rcilli..,
’•cxleo,
HR.-. LdliA (UUl'EU.
tkudoiY-,Uatr&l

AmrHw.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

st., Boston, Mass.

tener, Phlbd.'iAls,

RET. CHAKU: >1, 1X81(150,D, D., Rnrheetrr. ? ",
HON. WH. PENS NIXON, EJIlnr IntVr.Ornin, Chl.*;o, III,
REV. A. W. MOORE, Editor The feetrrury, t earMlrr, S. C.
W. II. WOKTHINCTCN, LJIt.'fN,,. SetUi, IHrmlnkcamt
All.
JUDGE II, P. TBOOMAX,qumcni.. Ktn.
HUS. MARY A. Lit LKAOUF., Mt'.rutr,.').»• at hutu tie.
JUDJE U. 9. YOORHEES,Sew York City.
HR. E. C. XMlilM, .''klfadil^hla.
HR. FRANK UilMtlL, JlrrrliHnt,PhilfiJtljihla.
HON. VV. W, KHLYI.FK, U.t,.w, p*.
EDWAPO L. YULSON, MS ilroidway, S, tn EJ. PhlU.

.i.

Holland, Mich., April

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

w.

tho
hnto tried their

btte the libertyto r»f,r !o

FIUri.IA

E.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has cured me of at
bad a case of Abscess of the Liver as any
human being could be afflicted with and
live. I was confined to the house for two
vears, and, for the last three months of
that time, was unable to leave my bed.
Four physicianstreated me without giving relief, and, in fact, nothing helped me,
until I tried Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.After
using a quarter of a bottle of this medicine I began to feel better, and every
additionaldose seemed to bring new
health and strength. I used three bottles,
and am now able to attend to my business.
I walk to town— one mile distant— and
return, without difficulty. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has accomplished all this for me.
— W. S. Miner, Carson City, Mich. ,

square, and lofty. Its walls are cov-

STARKEY k PALES

Dr*.

ndolpkln rbot

Second

A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo

A Remarkable Cure.

feet

AT—

—IS

BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS

use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, than by any

icine produced a radical cure.—

f »

UXT

Liver Complaint

MethodistEpiscopal Church-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meetine Friday
at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7:30 p. m. All the seats are free
Subjects: Morning, “Angels;” Evening.
“Weapons of Warfare.”

chamber is about twenty-one

iU

b Mat

It

HON. WJL D. KELI.rr,JtrraW rf Con|re»», Philadelphia.
HEY. YiCTOR L. tU.VRAU, lidlturof the Lnthenia 0b«

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

Here, nearly 1,200 years, has slumbered a personal friend of the founder
of the faith of Islam, who- lived, died,
and wc& buried, wearing always, as a
symbol of devotion, a portion of the
Prophet’s beard on his breast The

•

folloirlog.otmcdwell-knownpenot, who
Treatment i

•AND-

day School at 8:45. Prayer meeting at
7:80 p.m. Wednesday evening explana-

Sidi ab Dullah.

“THICOHPOUSD OXYGEN TREATMENT N Dn.BUrkw

Ko. use Arth Strut, rUlafelpfcla,ban b.ta uli(
for the tut meatetm yem, U
.dJu.lMrnt of the
element! of Oiyiea end Kltrogto msnattlsed, anil

Cbttxu* Coupakt, 182 Fulton Street, N. T.

First Church, Rev. E. Boa, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sun-

The Shrine of

*

MBpouaS le to tooAeMedud audo pcruiwSo UU
•U vttr (bo world.

WlfilSjariom

|

COlgeiPTlOX, A8THIA,DB0SCHITI8, DT8PBP8U.
CATARRH, HAT FEVER, HEADACHE,DEBILITY,RUELXEl'RALUtA all Cfcroalc and Nmou DUor-

for

GLOTHNG,

for Infants and Children.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

1629 Aroh Street, PhUad'a, Pa.

W

111

take charge of and manage Fanerals, will farnlBh Hearse. Hack and Carriages;alio keeps on
a large and very fine Tot of Caskets and Coffins.Embalmingand preserving of corpses
skillfully performed. Funerals in the country will be promptlyattended to at the
same rate aa those in the city.

hand

Holland, Mich., JanuarySO, 1887.

BTJRIAI,
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SHUOTXIDS.

SIZES.

